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Setting Sail
BY PETER NIELSEN

T
he loss of Team Scallywag crewman John Fisher in the Southern Ocean during 

the Volvo Ocean Race (see page 18) was yet another tragic reminder, if one were 

needed, of the unforgiving nature of the sea and the dangers inherent in top-level 

ocean racing, a game of calculated risks whose dramas are played out in some of the 

remotest, most hostile regions on the planet. 

At this level, sailing is indeed an extreme 
sport in which any number of scenarios could 
lead to injury or death. You might, therefore, 
be surprised to hear that such occurrences are 
actually quite rare, though inevitably highly 
publicized. In fact, Fisher was the sixth person 
to lose his life over the 45-year history of the 
Whitbread/Volvo race, the frst since Hans 
Horrevoets in 2006. Before that, there were 
fatalities in 1973 and 1989. In the only other 
crewed round-the-world contest, Sir Robin 
Knox-Johnston’s pay-to-play Clipper race, there 
have been three deaths in the last few years. 

Singlehanded ocean races like the Vendée 
Globe, where the need to sleep means boats sailing 
unattended at breakneck speeds, seem quite 
sedate by comparison; despite some close calls 
and a handful of amazing rescues, the solo-sailing 
contingent has sufered few casualties. I can think 
of two in the Globe, and two more in the now-
defunct BOC Challenge/Velux 5 Oceans race. 

Tere’s more, of course: 15 sailors were lost 
in the 1979 Fastnet Race; another four in the 
1989 Sydney-Hobart; eight more drowned in 
2012 in two races of California. 

Sounds like a long litany of disaster, doesn’t 
it? And yet, sad as these incidents were, they 
mask the fact that sailboat racing in general—
and sailing in general—is quite safe. If the 
statistics existed to calculate the number of 
deaths or injuries against the total number of 

hours or miles sailed worldwide in a typical 
year, you’d fnd that you are far more likely to 
meet your maker by slipping in the shower, 
falling out of bed, choking on a hot dog or 
being struck by a falling tree. 

A look into the boating accident statistics 
compiled by the U.S. Coast Guard will tell you 
that of the 700-odd boating deaths in 2016, 
only 15 involved sailing craf of any type, from 
dinghies to large yachts. Tat’s 2 percent. Yes, 
there are fewer sailboats on the water than 
powerboats or kayaks, but even adjusted, those 
fgures look good. I put it down to the fact that 
we sailors are keenly aware of our relationship 
to our watery environment, and respectful of 
it, as opposed to the kind of boat operator who 
is deluded by horsepower into thinking that 
nothing else is needed.

As for what kills us, forces of nature are a long 
way down the list. Forget about foundering in a 
storm. You don’t need to be in the depths of the 
Southern Ocean to be sent fying by the boom 
in an unplanned gybe, or to fall overboard in a 
careless moment. It’s the small things that tend 
to get us—falling out of the dinghy, missing 
a handhold, being caught out by the current 
while taking an evening dip of the back of the 
boat, all completely avoidable if you take basic 
precautions. I am reminded of the words of 
British author Arthur Ransome: “If not dufers, 
won’t drown.” s

Safety and Sense
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FEEDBACK
From the SAIL community

           The

SAILING
SCENE

Are you out there sailing, cruising and living the sailing life? 

Share your experiences with other readers. 

Send your photos to sailmail@sailmagazine.com 

And don’t forget to sign up for our free eNewsletter,

Under Sail, via our website sailmagazine.com

This photo was taken at fi rst light in Epidavros, Greece, where 

we chartered last summer. These boats are lined up in typical 

Mediterranean mooring style along the quay.

— Kris Baumgart, Altoona, IA

I snapped this photo during a beautiful evening at Hope Town, Elbow Cay, Abacos. The clouds were close enough to touch!

— Carol O’Donovan, San Francisco, CA

A cautionary tale! The crew of this Pearson 34 assess the situation after 

their boat washed up onto Old Orchard Beach during the night. The 

owner said he’d gotten in late and had thought he anchored well enough! 

— Steven Berlin, Old Orchard Beach, ME

In over 60 years of sailing, this has to be the favorite photo I’ve taken. 

My granddaughter, Maggie, and her friend Roxie are helping out by 

“trimming” the jib on our Catalina 25, Solemate, on Lake Hopatcong, NJ.

— George Damerel, Jefferson, NJ
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Follow us on social media

     LETTERS

FROM A DIFFERENT WORLD
T ank you for the letter from James A. Haught (High Rollers, 
March 2018). It spoke to my heart because my wife and I also 
sailed a Flying Scot, and like James and his wife, we donated 
ours. Since then for over 20 years we have sailed a wonderful 
Beneteau 351, Boo, on the Chesapeake Bay and up to Maine and 
down to Florida.

James’s letter also caught my attention because of his compari-
son of his small-boat experience to “the world-class sailing in your 
magazine.” Why did this catch my eye? Well, I had just read the 
review of the J/121 and told my wife, “It’s only $475,000.” T en I 
turned the page and saw that the Hanse 588 is only $800,000. But 
wait! I was stunned by the price of another yacht advertised later 
in the issue: $2,450,000. Just think, if you sailed 2,450,000 miles 
you’d be having fun at only $1.00 per mile (plus expenses).  Like 
James, I’m in a dif erent world of sailing.

— Dave Crowner, Gettysburg, PA

NOSTALGIA FOR THE     

GOLDEN REGATTA
Adam Cort’s article Yachting’s 
Golden Regatta (April 2018) 
issue was déjà vu for me. I too 
live just north of Boston now, I 
too came of age sailing on Lake 
Erie, and I too followed the 
Newport America’s Cup with a 
feeling that it was a million miles away. I started sail-
ing on Erie Bay, and these days I live just north of Beverly and race 
my Farr 30 out of the Jubilee Yacht Club.  

— Roger Kuebel, Beverly, MA

IF YOU LIKED AUBREY...
I thoroughly enjoyed Jeffrey McCarthy’s article Taken By Sur-
prise (February 2018). Having read all Patrick O’Brian’s Jack 
Aubrey/Stephen Maturin adventures, I needed something to 
fill the hours I spent with Aubrey and Maturin. A salty friend 
recommended I read the Kidd series by Julian Stockwin. To 
date, I’ve read 20 of them. There are many similarities between 
the two series, including the historically correct accounts of the 
time period, captivating battles and compelling personal rela-
tionships, to name a few. Perhaps the best part is that Stockwin 
is still writing wonderful Kidd adventures. I devour them as 
soon as they are published.  

— Capt. Charlie Hentges, Marina Del Ray, CA

Want to share something with other readers? 
Write to us at sailmail@sailmagazine.com. 

Letters may be edited for brevity.

YACHTING’S 
GOLDEN REGATTA

A
lthough I now live just north of Boston, I came of age in the Midwest, sailing on 
the Great Lakes, which back when I was a kid was about as far away from Newport, 
Rhode Island, and the America’s Cup as you could get. Reading about guys like Ted 
Turner and Dennis Conner while sitting in our family room in Cleveland, it not 
only felt like 12 Meter racing was a game of giants, but that it might as well be tak-
ing place on the other side of the moon. Alas, by the time I moved to New England, the America’s Cup had long since 
decamped to points east, west and south. Te nature of the game had also changed, 

to the where it was scarcely recognizable as the original “Cup.” Te grandeur, the Corinthian 
spirit, the nationalism that once infused these regattas—and which also made them so unique—
seemed to have been relegated to the dustbin of history. Or so I thought, until I had the privilege 
of a front-row seat at last September’s Rolex New York Yacht Club Invitational Cup, featuring a 
feet of gorgeous Swan 42 One-Designs mixing things up of the New York YC’s Harbour Court 
clubhouse on Narragansett Bay. 

My frst intimation that something special might be going on came when I noticed the classic 
and somehow familiar lines of a large, black-hulled power cruiser sporting a pair of vestigial but no less functional-looking masts. “Tat’s Black Night. She used to be the committee boat for the America’s Cup,” said veteran racing photographer Daniel Forster, who was letting me tag along aboard his RIB.

“Ah, that explains it!” I said, realizing that like so many other sailors of a certain age, I’d seen her any number of times before in photos from the regatta where Australia II and its equally famous keel managed to overcome the U.S.-fagged Liberty to end the longest winning streak in sports. The next thing that struck me was the spectator fleet, well over two-dozen large or mid-size powerboats following the racing every step of the way, all set against the backdrop of one of the most aes-thetically satisfying bodies of water in the entire Western Hemisphere. The resem-blance to those same spectator fleets that used to jostle for position off Sandy Hook or these same waters for the better part of 

The Rolex invitational harks back
to the sport’s storied past

BY ADAM CORT / PHOTOS BY DANIEL FORSTER

I had the opportunity to sail on the 131ft twin-masted wooden 

schooner Harvey Gamage. I was part of the delivery crew that 

moved her from Tampa to Key West. We had a beautiful sail 

featuring this amazing sunset.

— Len Berkstresser, Tampa, FL

There’s nothing better 

than relaxing on our 

Catalina 36 MKII, Waxing 

Moon, which is docked at 

home in Port Charlotte.

— Leonard Van Eaton, 

Port Charlotte, FL



UNDER SAIL
Airborne 
Photo by Christophe Jouany

T e Voiles de St. Barth regatta, held each April around the shores of the 

French island of St. Barthelemy, attracts all kinds of boats, but is best 

known for the high-end racing machines whose owners take part in the 

series of regattas held in the Caribbean between February and the end of 

spring. T e sun beats down, the wind blows hard, there’s a party every night 

and the usually boisterous seas make for some tough but hugely enjoyable 

racing. Here, Jim Vos’s HH66 catamaran, Nala, f ies a hull during one of 

her battles with her sisterships, R-Six and Flash, and a handful of other 

Gunboats that all contested a strong multihull class. 
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Risk and Reward
Is it worth being a good Samaritan? By Joan Wenner

M
any sailors have found themselves 
needing on-the-water assistance 
from another sailor, whether it’s 
something as simple as borrow-

ing a jug of fuel or as serious as a rescue from 
a foundering vessel or a grounding. But will 
(or should) that person volunteer to help you, 
if doing so puts him or her in legal peril? And 

what if you are the person of ering to help out? 
Is a vessel’s master obligated by law to provide 
assistance to any person in danger at sea, or any 
boat in danger of being lost? 

T is is what is known as the “Law of the 
Sea,” and it sets a model of moral behavior by 
mariners. However, while this centuries-old 
maritime tradition remains very much alive, 

admiralty law also stipulates that assistance be 
rendered only if it can be done without serious 
damage to either of the vessels or the individu-
als aboard—in other words, safely performed 
depending upon the existing conditions.

You are a “Good Samaritan” if you arrive f rst 
on the scene when another skipper has a prob-
lem and render voluntary aid without compen-
sation to a person or vessel in distress. 

With this in mind, the Federal Boating Safety 
Act contains the following Good Samaritan 
provision: “Any person…who gratuitously and 
in good faith renders assistance at the scene of a 
vessel collision, accident or other casualty with-
out objection of any person assisted, shall not be 
held liable for any act or omission in providing 
or arranging salvage, towage, medical treatment 
or other assistance where the assisting person(s) 
acts as an ordinary, reasonable prudent person 
would have acted under the same or similar 
circumstances.”

A second rule to keep in mind could be said 
to be the “Do No Harm” rule. In fact, numer-
ous state laws applying to recreational boaters 
contain a “standard of care”—i.e., reasonable 
care to avoid “grossly negligent or reckless and 
wanton” conduct that worsens the situation, 
according to the U.S. Naval Institute. 

Joe Carro of the United States Coast Guard’s 
Boating Safety Division says that technically, 
for a pleasure boater to be required to render 
aid under federal law, it is necessary to have 
found the distressed boater at sea and in dan-
ger of being lost—so most boaters would not 
be obligated to attempt assistance to someone 
in trouble inshore or having run aground. 

CRUISING UNDER SAIL

Reasonable care must be 

exercised when coming to 

another sailor’s aid
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Should you encounter someone in U.S. ter-
ritorial waters in need of assistance, Carro 
recommends you call in an alert giving the 
disabled boat’s position, estimating the abil-
ity of its captain or crew to operate the boat 
and their willingness to take on a boarding 
of  cer upon Coast Guard arrival.

Beyond that, what about the simple act of 
throwing a tow rope to a disabled craf  in, say, 
the absence of an accident or collision? For 
towing, virtually every state boating guide 
emphasizes that special care is required when 
doing so: towlines can get tangled around 
prop shaf s, another boat could hit the line 
and reduced visibility or bad weather, par-
ticularly at night or in areas shared with heavy 
commercial traf  c, would be hazardous. 

Unfortunately, in today’s world many boat 
owners are concerned with possible litiga-
tion and insurance issues should either vessel 
sustain damage. From a longtime marine in-
surance underwriter: “In the situation where 
a Good Samaritan provides help to a boater 
in need and damages their boat in doing so, 
the liability coverage will come into play if 
damages are sought af er by the boater in 
need. If the Good Samaritan is found to be at 
fault for damages, or legally liable, the insur-
ance premium would most likely be af ected 
at their renewal. Whether the renewal is at 
risk in general would depend on the extent of 
damage and other claims.”

In other words, if the Good Samaritan’s ves-
sel sustains damage, and the Good Samaritan’s 
insurance pays, the policyholder could be in 
for a loss surcharge at renewal time.

A maritime technical expert with ex-
tensive sailing experience weighs in: “T e 
Golden Rule has always been one about 
freedom as well as helping one another 
through challenges whether or not an emer-
gency situation exists. If there were no Good 
Samaritan laws, some people might not assist 
a boater, fearing a lawsuit if unintentionally 
the predicament worsens.”

It is true that generally sailors are af orded 
some measure of legal protection, so long as 
actions are reasonable and prudent, but some-
times courts must decide in assessing damages. 
As one judge remarked in an of -quoted case, 
“A rescue attempt must be considered in the 
light of the circumstance that faced the rescu-
ers when they acted and not with the wisdom 
of an ‘armchair admiral’ af er the fact.”

 A particular case comes to mind where 
liability did attach. A new and inexperienced 
operator of a large boat encountered a smaller, 
grounded craf . Both parties agreed on a pull. 
T ings did not go as planned, and there was 
signif cant damage to both boats. T e helper 
here was not capable of rendering “prudent 
aid,” and lost in a later court case.

Today we feel that all our hailing devices 
and technology make us safe, but we also 
know there are times out on the water when 
you or a fellow mariner is having a problem. 
If you decide to step up and help, act rea-
sonably and don’t put your boat or yourself 
or others at risk. s

Joan Wenner is a widely published boating 

safety writer and also has a law degree

MARINE DIESEL BASICS
By Dennison Berwick (Voyage Press, $15.99)

If you’re not mechanically inclined, even the 

simplest maintenance tasks on a diesel engine 

and its associated paraphernalia 

can be daunting. There are plen-

ty of books on the subject, but 

many of them assume a certain 

level of knowledge and others 

are poorly illustrated. Dennison 

Berwick literally starts with the 

basics and leads the reader 

through the process of under-

standing how engines and drive 

trains work, and what’s needed 

to keep them working. Step-by-step instruc-

tions accompanied by excellent drawings take 

you through winterizing and commissioning 

procedures and much more. The best guide on 

the subject I’ve seen, this book has a place on 

every diesel-equipped boat. — Peter Nielsen

IN BRIEF

GAMMING IT UP
The Seven Seas Cruising Association (SSCA)’s 

largest Gam (gathering) of the year will be held 

in Truxton Park, Annapolis, Maryland, on Sep-

tember 29 and 30, just before the start of the 

United States Sailboat show. The Gam gets un-

derway with a dinghy raft-up on Friday, followed 

by a full roster of presentations and seminars on 

Saturday and Sunday. If Annapolis won’t work 

for you, there are other SSCA Gams this year in 

Essex, Connecticut, in June; Rockland, Maine, in 

July; and Melbourne, Florida, in November. For 

more information, visit ssca.org.

HOW TO BE SAFE
There’s nothing as important on the water as 

keeping yourself and your crew safe, which 

is why the latest online course from Boater’s 

University is no-brainer. The goal of the Safety 

and Rescue at Sea course is to prepare you to 

be as safe as possible when heading of shore. 

Compiled and presented by former USCG 

rescue swimmer Mario Vittone, the course is 

full of practical tips for dealing with on-water 

emergencies and prepare yourself and your 

boat for when trouble strikes. It’s the latest in 

a series of online courses from Boater’s Uni-

versity. Others include Marine Diesel Mainte-

nance & Troubleshooting and Fundamentals of 

Seamanship: Navigation Rules. For details, go 

to boatersuniversity.com.

BOOK
REVIEW

Towing can be a tricky, 

dangerous business, 

and is sometimes best 

left to a professional
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EASY RIDER K

I learned this trick back in 1973 
from the boss of the f rst cruis-
ing school I worked for. It still 
succeeds nearly every time. When 
you need a break from sailing hard 
to windward, or if you just want 
to settle things down to visit the 
head or brew some cof ee, try fore-
reaching. T ere’s no requirement 
to reef the main to slow down. All 
you need is a roller headsail and a 
working jib or a staysail. 
t�4FU�VQ�UIF�NBJOTIFFU�TP�UIF�TBJM�
is in a close-reaching attitude
t�3PMM�JO�UIF�IFBETBJM�TP�UIF�DMFX�
is clear forward of the mast   
t�4IFFU�UIF�IFBETBJM�PO�CPUI�
sheets, centering the clew around 
BNJETIJQT
t�8BML�BXBZ�GSPN�UIF�IFMN��
there’s no need to lash it
Any well-balanced yacht will 
OPX�TBJM�TMPXMZ�VQXJOE�MPPLJOH�

af er herself while you attend to 
other matters or just take a well-
earned rest. 

PLOTTING WITHOUT GPS L

*G�ZPV�BSF�TQMBTIJOH�PVU�PO�OFX�
nav sof ware this winter, how 
about rejecting any that don’t 
allow you to “draw” at least two 

lines on the chart? Of en the fea-
ture comes in the form of virtual 
iEJWJEFSTw�PS�iSVMFST�w�.Z�MBQUPQ�
charting sof ware uses raster-scan 
DIBSUT�BOE�FODPVSBHFT�NF�UP�QMPU�
as many as I like. T is means that 
JG�NZ�(14�HPFT�EPXO�GPS�BOZ�
reason, I can still use my elec-
USPOJD�DIBSUT�GPS�QMPUUJOH��*�KVTU�
take bearings with my magnetic 
DPNQBTT�	PS�FWFO�NZ�TVSQSJTJOHMZ�
HPPE�J1IPOF�DPNQBTT
�BOE�QMPU�
them with electronic lines on the 
electronic chart. All the features 
ZPV�FYQFDU�GPS�SFDPHOJ[JOH�TIPSF�
objects are on raster charts, 
although they may be missing 
from the vector equivalent. T e 
SFTVMUJOH�QMPU�JT�RVJDLFS�BOE�NPSF�
BDDVSBUF�UIBO�QBQFS�OBWJHBUJPO�
and is as reliable as the batteries 
JO�UIF�MBQUPQ����

DON’T IGNORE THE SIGNS N

It’s always interesting when 
visiting a marina to note what 
the locals have done to ensure 
a quiet night. T e classic is rub-
ber stretchers in the shorelines 
or, in the case above, car tires. 
ć� F�NFTTBHF�JT�DMFBS��ć� F�QMBDF�
suf ers from surge, wash or 
something else, and whatever 
the cause, it isn’t always calm in 
UIFSF��8IFO�*�BSSJWF�JO�B�TMJQ�BOE�
ĕ�OE�UIF�QFSNBOFOU�JODVNCFOU�
has lef  tires and chains behind, 

*�VTF�UIFTF�UP�UJF�VQ�SBUIFS�UIBO�
leading my lines directly to the 
TIPSFTJEF�DMFBUT��ć� F�TQSJOH�TVQ�
QMJFE�CZ�(PPEZFBS�5JSF�BOE�3VC�
ber’s f nest is remarkable, and it 
doesn’t even matter if the tread is 
worn smooth.

GPS AND GREAT CIRCLE COURSES 
FOR OCEAN NAVIGATORS
.PTU�DIBSUQMPUUFST�BSF�DBQBCMF�
of delivering the course to a 
XBZQPJOU�BT�FJUIFS�B�SIVNC�MJOF�PS�
a great circle. Along the coast or 
PO�CSJFG�PČ�TIPSF�QBTTBHFT�TVDI�BT�
across the Gulf of Maine or Down 
Islands, the two are synonymous 
GPS�BMM�QSBDUJDBM�QVSQPTFT��0O�
BO�FBTU�XFTU�PDFBO�QBTTBHF�XFMM�
away from the equator, however, 
following a great circle course 
TP�GBS�BT�XJOE�BOE�XBWF�QFSNJU�
can save a day or more. Gone 
is the need to bury oneself in 
tortuous calculations involving 
TQIFSJDBM�USJHPOPNFUSZ�PS�QMPUUJOH�
OFX�DPVSTFT�SFQFBUFEMZ�GSPN�B�
gnomonic chart. Now we have 
POMZ�UP�QMBDF�B�XBZQPJOU�BU�UIF�
destination, hit the “go to” button 
BOE�SFBE�PČ��UIF�DPVSTF��4P�MPOH�
as we did the right thing on the 
TFUVQ�QBHF�UIF�ĕ�HVSF�HJWFO�XJMM�CF�
the great circle heading from the 
DVSSFOU�QPTJUJPO��s

CRUISING TIPS
with Tom Cunliff e

CRUISING UNDER SAIL

Rolling up some genoa 

and sheeting the sail 

amidships will give you 

some breathing space

You should be able to 

plot bearing lines on 

electronic charts

This sight 

could portend 

a sleepless 

night



WHO CARES ABOUT A WATCH

WITH BUILT-IN SAILASSIST™?

SAILORS DO.

QUATIX® 5 • MARINE SMARTWATCH

l������,FWRNS�1YI��TW�NYX�XZGXNINFWNJX����<MJS�UFNWJI�\NYM�F�HTRUFYNGQJ�XRFWYUMTSJ��XJJ�,FWRNS�HTR�GQJ����8JJ�,FWRNS�HTR�FYFHHZWFH^

AUTOPILOT 
CONTROL 

BOAT DATA
STREAMING

BUILT-IN
RACE TIMER

SAILASSIST
FEATURES

WRIST-BASED  
HEART RATE2

SMART
NOTIFICATIONS1
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A Golden Challenge
A score of sailors plans to recreate Knox-Johnston’s historic circumnavigation

By Brian Hancock

O
ne of the most exciting events on this year’s sailing calendar 
starts July 1 from Les Sables-d’Olonne, France. T e Golden 
Globe Race 2018 is neither fast nor glamorous. Instead, it’s 
a throwback to a simpler time when adventure was man-

against-the-sea, and the sea usually won. It is a re-creation of the Sunday 
Times Golden Globe Race, an event that took place 50 years ago and 
remains one of the true watershed moments in of shore racing. 

T e original Golden Globe was the very f rst around-the-world yacht 
race, a singlehanded, nonstop lap of the planet at a time when in the 
minds of many the very idea that you could sail around the planet with-
out stopping was nothing less than preposterous. However, British naval 
reserve of  cer Robin Knox-Johnston (now “Sir” Robin Knox-Johnston) 
proved the naysayers wrong when he arrived back in Falmouth, a small 
seaside town on the south coast of England, 313 days af er he set of , 
claiming he had done it “for Queen and Country.” 

Five decades later, 18 men and one woman from all walks of life will em-
bark on a similar voyage, a solo, nonstop circumnavigation. Not only that, 

but they will do so in a way that seems caught in a time warp, since they 
will carry out their voyage in similar boats to the ones used back in 1968. 
As the race rules state: if it wasn’t available then you can’t use it now.

In terms of boat design, the competitors will have to sail aboard vessels 
that are between 32f  and 36f  in length overall; they must have a full-
length keel with the rudder attached to the trailing edge; and the hulls 
must be made out of f berglass. No electronics allowed. In other words, 
no GPS, no satphone, no autopilot, no fancy instruments and def nitely 
no iPad loaded with books and the latest blockbuster movies. Books are 
allowed: the old print and paper variety. Freeze-dried food is allowed, 
but in an oddly ironic way, since you may take as much of the stuf  as 
you like, but you are not allowed a watermaker. T ere will, therefore, be 
some hard number crunching to be done to decide if taking the water to 
rehydrate your dinner weighs less than food in cans. 

And that’s only the f rst of the many tough decision competitors will 
have to make, since there will also be no weather information piped to 
them via satellite or even by fax. Instead, they will have to use a barom-
eter and watch as the glass rises or falls to predict what the wind will be.

As you may have noticed, I love the idea of this race. But at the same 

RACING UNDER SAIL

Racing sleds need not apply: the 
Golden Globe 2018 is all about 

strudy designs from the past



time, I can’t help wondering if it isn’t going to be even harder for these 
competitors than it was for the sailors doing it 50 years ago. Te simple rea-
son for this is that these modern-day sailors know better, and that’s going 
to make it a more difcult challenge, both mentally and emotionally. 

Tey know, for example, about GPS and satellite weather. Tey also 
know about autopilots that can steer a boat far better than most people, 
even as they will have to continually tweak and adjust their wind vanes to 
stay on the best course they can. 

When Robin Knox-Johnston pulled the sun down to the horizon with 
his sextant, he was likely amazed and probably content that a sextant was 
a pretty cool instrument for navigation, because he couldn’t foresee a day 
where a phone could also be used to not only navigate but watch movies. 
Tese modern-day adventurers, however, know all this, and I fear hang-
ing of the back of their boats trying to fnd a glimmer of sun to navigate 
by is going to get pretty old pretty quickly.

Organizers of the Golden Globe 2018 had originally hoped to start 
and fnish of Falmouth, England, the same as the original race. However, 
there was little interest on the part of local authorities to fund or help 
organize the event, so the decision was made to move it to France. 

One event that will take place in Falmouth is a parade of sail. Afer that 
the skippers will embark on a “friendly” race to the start at Les Sables-
d’Olonne. Joining them will be Sir Robin Knox-Johnston, sailing aboard 
Suhaili, the same yacht on which he became the frst person in history to 
solo circumnavigate without once setting foot on land.

It will be mid-summer when the race starts, planned that way so that 
most of the boats will sail the southern waters in the antipodean spring and 
summer. Once leaving Les Sables-d’Olonne, the feet will sail south toward 
the equator and then down the length of the South Atlantic, under Africa 
and Australia before a mandatory stop in Tasmania. 

Te latter serves to commemorate the time Sir Robin pulled into Storm 
Bay, a small inlet on the approach to Hobart in the course of his own voy-

Lets go play in the Water

DESIGNED BY ROB WHITE and HAND CRAFTED IN GOLDEN COLORADO

PADDLE  ·  ROW  ·  STAND UP  ·  MOTOR  ·  CAR-TOP

SAGESPORT 160

6DJH�0DULQH
sagemarine.com
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age. While there he exchanged f lm and letters 
and then continued racing. In the same spirit, 
the competitors in the 2018 race will make the 
same stop to hand over video footage and, pre-
sumably, any letters and f lm they may have. 

While there they will also have to wait a 
minimum of 90 minutes, during which time 
race of  cials will check to see that their safety 
pack has not been opened. Competitors are 
all required to carry this bit of kit, which in-
cludes a portable GPS that may be used in an 
emergency. However, if the seal to said pack is 
found to be broken, the competitor will face 
a penalty. Af er its brief Hobart stopover, the 
f eet will sail a long Southern Ocean leg to Cape 
Horn before turning its bows north toward 
France and the f nish.

T e interest surrounding the Golden Globe 
has been steadily increasing due in part to the 
newly released movie, T e Mercy. T e f lm 
is about Donald Crowhurst, one of the other 
competitors who sailed in the original race in 
1968. Crowhurst realized not long af er he set 
of  that his boat was unseaworthy and likely 
would not make it around the world intact. He 
therefore decided to fake his voyage by sending 
false position reports at the same time he kept 
two logbooks: one of his actual journey, one 
of his f ctitious “circumnav.” Af er months of 

being alone at sea engulfed in a stressful lie, 
Crowhurst slowly began slipping into dementia. 
His logbook entries are those of a man rapidly 
losing touch with reality before f nally ending it 
all by stepping of  the back of his boat believing 
he could literally walk on water. His catamaran, 
Teignmouth Electron, was later found, and the 
two logbooks and fake voyage revealed.

When the Golden Globe 2018 was f rst an-
nounced two years ago, a waiting list quickly 
formed, as the total number of competitors 
has been capped at 30. Since then, as with 
many big sailing events, there has been some 
attrition. However, the remaining 19 sailors 
represent one of the most diverse groups 
ever assembled for a circumnavigation, with 
sailors from 13 dif erent countries taking part: 
including two, Istvan Kopar and Palestinian-
born Nabil Amra, from the United States. 

All the competitors seem to be doing the 
race for similar reasons: a love of adventure 
and a longing for simpler times. And you 
can be sure that they will all f nd more than 
enough of both. T ere is no time limit, but the 
rules are strict: the voyage is to be done with-
out stopping or outside assistance any kind, 
two ingredients that mark the very essence of 
a true sailing adventure. For the latest, visit 
goldengloberace.com. s

RACING UNDER SAIL

New slug track  
slides right up  
your mast groove.

No drilling or tapping: 

Track screws directly 

into slugs available for 

round or flat grooves. 

Slide in slugs. Screw 

on track. Slide track up. 

Repeat. Final tighten.

Quick release cars 
make installing and 
removing sails easy.

Button-release and captive 

pin lets sail slide easily 

into and out of the car. 

Car remains on the mast.  

Sails do not need to be recut.

More headboard and  
car options for more  
applications.

Today’s Battcar  
bearings are  
fully captive.

HARKEN BATTCAR SYSTEMS: 

THE MAST-UP RETROFIT

Combine our headboard 

selection with a Battcar 

for each full batten and 

an intermediate car in 

between. Reduces cost, 

properly accounts for load.

Forget about losing ball 

bearings. Captive bearings 

let cars roll on and off the 

track easily for cleaning 

and maintenance.

Watch the Retrofit

Full keels and healthy bow 

overhangs are the order of 

the day for this solo race



Harken Battcars: So easily installed they will 

look like a no-brainer. They’re a brainer.  

Harken Battcars are so low in friction, you reef easily even while reaching. 

That can be the difference between an uneventful reef and having to get out 

of the cockpit  — perhaps the difference between keeping your boat and having 

to downsize. Even better new Harken slug track makes retrofi tting your grooved 

spar a realistic DIY project, at a fraction of in-boom or in-mast furling prices. 

NOTHING SO EASY TO ADD 

ADDS SO MUCH SAFETY. 

SELECT CORRECT SYSTEM SIZE       •       DETERMINE TRACK TYPE AND LENGTH       •       CHOOSE ENDSTOP KIT       •       SPECIFY BATTCAR QUANTITY AND MODELS       •       THAT’S ALL

© Skip Novak Pelagic Expeditions

© X-Yachts

www.harken.com/battcar
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Eight Bells: John Fisher
Another sailor is lost in the Volvo Ocean Race

By Adam Cort

“T
his is the worst situation 
you can imagine happen-
ing to your team,” said Sun 
Hung Kai/Scallywag team 

manager Tim Newton late last March, and 
he wasn’t exaggerating. Mere hours earlier, 
he’d been informed by skipper David Witt 
that crewman John Fisher of Southampton, England, had been lost 
overboard about 1,400 miles west of Cape Horn as the boat was battling 
through the Southern Ocean as part of Leg 7 of the Volvo Ocean Race. 

According to reports, the sun was just coming up following a stormy 
night. Apparently, Fisher had temporarily unclipped his harness to 
help tidy up the rigging forward, when the boat unexpectedly gybed 
and the mainsheet swept him overboard.

T e crew immediately stopped racing and did its best to motor back 
to where Fisher was lost. Unfortunately, they were never able to f nd 
any sign of either the two recure buoys they’d deployed or Fisher, and 
with the conditions rapidly deteriorating, they had no choice but to 
continue on to Chile. It is believed Fisher was also knocked uncon-
scious when he was swept overboard.

Af erward, Newton said that his team would do everything it could 
to ensure any lessons that can be learned from what happened to John 
are incorporated by the rest of the f eet going forward, adding: “T at 
would be a tremendous legacy for John.”

However, while it’s important that everything that can be done is done 
to ensure the safety of the sailors in the VOR—and with all due respect to 
Newton—John Fisher’s “legacy” hardly needs any further burnishing. 

For the rest of us, the extreme nature of the VOR is all part of the 
fun. However, for the competitors, it’s also deadly serious, and they 
know full well what they’re getting themselves into before they cast of . 
Fisher is not the f rst competitor to have lost his life in the course of a 
VOR or its predecessor, the Whitbread. In fact, he is the sixth. 

Which is not to say the Volvo Ocean Race is some kind of death 
cult. Just the opposite. With its challenges, it teamwork, it physical 
hardships and, yes, even its danger, it’s a celebration of life at its very 
best—not just for those taking part, but also for those of us privileged 
enough to look on and watch what these sailor are up to with nothing 
less than awe. T ere’s no need to somehow justify Fisher’s end, no mat-
ter how tragic. His own actions speak louder than words.

Bottom line: while anything “positive” that can be gained from 
Fisher’s passing should be applauded, it’s not really necessary. At 
the end of the day, he was a brave sailor and by all accounts a f ne 
shipmate, doing what he loved best and competing at the absolutely 
highest levels of the game: a game that is among the noblest endeavors 
ever devised by man. Not to minimize the sadness of his loss or in any 
way trivialize the pain being experienced by his friends and family, but 
what better legacy could anyone hope for than that?

For more the latest on the VOR, which concludes this month in the 
Netherlands, visit sailmagazine.com/racing/volvo-ocean-race. s

RACING UNDER SAIL

Sailor John Fisher
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Gear
BY LYDIA MULLAN

STAYING DRY
Get the right gear for the kind of sailing you do

J
ust because you’re not planning on braving the Southern Ocean this summer 

doesn’t mean that you won’t have some dicey days out on the water. If you 

haven’t got the right gear, a little rain or humidity can make things miserable. 

As with all safety equipment, “it’s always better to have protection you don’t 

need than need it and not have it,” cautions gear expert and former Olympic and 

America’s Cup sailor Jerry Richards. On the other hand, if you over do things, you’ll 

be sweating it out in bulky, heavy (not to mention expensive) gear that you don’t 

need. Here’s what you should know to select summer gear that’s just right.

Light jackets, like these models from (clockwise 
from top) Helly Hansen, North Sails and Gill, 
would all work well sailing inshore
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SA I L M AG A Z I N E

Note the 
shoulder 
coverage 
on the 
salopette 
from North 
Sails 
(right) 
versus 
these Gill 
trousers 
(left)

SMOCKS AND JACKETS

When it comes to tops, you’ll have to choose between a smock and a jacket. 
Jackets are more popular and usually more comfortable, but if you do a lot of 
racing, you might consider a smock. Because smocks don’t have a full zipper, 
they can be more ef ective at keeping water out, a good option for anyone 
expecting to get the occasional drenching while doing bow work or dinghy 
sailing. T ey’re also cut shorter for increased mobility. T e longer length of 
a jacket, however, may keep you warmer. T at said, on a warm day a smock 
may be too hot, whereas a jacket can be unzipped to cool down. With this in 
mind Richards recommends that, “On a nice day if it’s not going to rain, the 
jacket you would want might be a crew jacket. T e collar wouldn’t be so tall, 
it might not even have f eece inside, but that’s a jacket you can wear over or 
under your bibs.” T e versatility of a crew jacket makes it a good lightweight 
option for casual sailing. If you’re looking for a little more protection, remem-
ber this rule of thumb: the higher the collar, the more the jacket is aimed at 
of shore sailing (and usually the higher the price). Inshore jackets will also be 
shorter than their heavy-duty of shore counterparts.

SALOPETTES AND TROUSERS 

Richards says many new sailors don’t realize they’ll probably spend far more 
time in their bibs than they do their jacket. In fact, he recommends always 
starting the day in pants; it’s much easier to take them of  if it gets too warm 
than it is to dry of  if you’re chilly and sitting on a wet deck without them.

You have two main options when choosing pants: salopettes and 
trousers. Salopettes are higher cut around the neckline, which will 
help keep your upper body dry, especially when you’re wearing them 
without a jacket, as Richards predicts you of en will. Because they 
provide full coverage, however, you may f nd yourself overheating. If 
that sounds like a deal breaker, Richards says, “You can wear chest-
high trousers and you probably won’t be so hot because the waterproof 
breathable fabric isn’t all the way up over your shoulders like it would 
be on the salopette.” Note that salopettes are designed with wider 
shoulder straps which won’t slip down, adding to the coverage. T ey 
usually stretch but cannot be adjusted. If you’re worried about f t, it’s 
another reason to turn to high-waisted trousers as these typically have 

For more info on the latest sailing 
equipment go to sailbuyersguide.com

A zippered jacket, like 
this one from Musto, 
allows you to open up for 
better ventilation
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Gear

adjustable Velcro straps. 
Unfortunately, female 

sailors, beware—you probably 
won’t have much of a choice, as 

most manufacturers don’t make 
salopettes designed for women. 

Helly Hansen is an exception, so 
you might want to try looking there. 

CONSTRUCTION

Once you’ve decided what style gear suits your needs, you need to look at 
construction. You’re probably familiar with names like GORE-TEX but 
how do these waterproof, breathable materials actually work? Te key is a 
thin membrane with microscopic pores in it. Tey’re so small that liquid 
water droplets cannot ft through, but water vapor can. Because this layer 
is so thin, it has to be protected with other fabrics. Richards says that most 
damage to foul weather gear is actually due to chafe from the inside, not 
wear and tear on the outside, which leads you to your next decision: two- 
or three-layer laminate? Two-layer constructions will include an outer 
layer, the microporous membrane and a mesh lining on the inside to pro-
tect the membrane from abrasion. Tree-layer fabrics consist of an outer 
layer, the membrane and a solid inner layer, or scrim, which are all glued 
together so that it feels like a single layer. Tree-layer fabrics tend to be 
more expensive but also more durable. Consider whether you’re doing the 

kind of sailing that actually requires the extra protection. Most true inshore 
gear will have two-layer construction, since you only need a three-layer 
laminate if you’re doing some serious racing or going ofshore. 

You also might run into coated hydrophilic fabrics, which employ a 
diferent method for waterproofng than the microporous membranes. 
Instead of having pores, the coating itself chemically facilitates the 
transfer of water molecules from warm moist 
areas to cooler, drier areas. Tese are less 
breathable than microporous fabric but still 
much better than a normal raincoat.

OTHER FEATURES

Once you’ve decided what style and construc-
tion best suits your needs, there are a few fnal 
things to consider before investing in your gear. 
How do you pick a size? Richards recom-
mends going for a bigger size when in doubt. 
It’s hard to anticipate just how many layers 
you’ll want underneath, and there are few 
things worse the straightjacket sensation of 
overstufed gear. 
Do you need pockets for your tools? I sail with a woman who likes to 
have a spare sail tie handy at all times. Whether it’s a radio, sunblock or 
snacks, think about what you’ll want within arm’s reach and make sure 
your gear has a place for it. 
Does it have taped seams? Tese days most gear on the market has taped 
seams, but it’s worth confrming before you buy. Leaky or ripped seams 
undermine the whole point of a waterproof garment and will make for 
some miserable sailing.
Do you need reinforced patches over high abrasion areas? If you’re just 
trying to stay dry when a sudden shower blows up during a lazy afer-
noon on the water, probably not. If you’re planning on spending a lot of 
time grinding, then yes, you’ll defnitely want those patches. 
Do you want a refective, fuorescent-yellow hood, a two- way zip or ad-
justable cufs? Gear that’s properly cared for can last for fve or more years, so 
consider all your options and choose carefully. If you do your research now, it 
will pay dividends later when you’re warm and safe out on the water. s

The microporous 
membrane in 

breathable fabrics 
allows water vapor 

to leave while 

keeping water 

droplets out

The Delmara 
jacket from 
West Marine 
ofers a quick-
dry collar and 
a conveniently 

stored hood

Velcro 
closures make 
this Musto 
cuf a winner

Fluorescent yellow hoods, like the 
one on this Salt Light jacket from 
Helly Hansen, are easier to spot if 
you go overboard

RESOURCES 

Gill gillmarine.com

Helly Hansen             
hellyhansen.com

Henri Lloyd         
henrilloyd.com

Musto musto.com

North Sails                   
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West Marine                   
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Ready When You Are

ALERION EXPRESS  20  •  28  •  30  •  33  •  41

alerionyachts.com  •  sales@alerionyachts.com  •  Built in the USA  

V

Te Alerion 41 combines the ease of a daysailer with luxury of a pocket superyacht.  When you 

feel the sudden inspiration for a quick joyride the Alerion 41 is ready.  Simply push a button to 

hoist the main, another to trim the jib, and you’re of on a spur-of-the-moment harbor tour or  

a romantic sunset sail.

Te Alerion 41 is such a joy to sail, you’ll be inspired to venture out for longer journeys. Tis is  

a beautifully designed yacht that sails beautifully in all conditions, and at the end of the day  

you’ll relax in that incredible cockpit before retiring to the exquisite interior. 

Agile and responsive for exhilarating sailing, with the styling and amenities you love for  

relaxing, the Alerion 41 is always ready for your next journey.
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Home 
Grown 
New signs of activity in 

American boatbuilding

By Peter Nielsen

H
eaven knows there hasn’t been much 
in the way of good news from Ameri-
can boatbuilders for quite some time, 
so a burst of new-model announcements in the spring was 

welcome indeed.  
If you’ve been wondering what Hinckley has been up to, check out 

the rendering on this page. The new Sou’Wester 53 is a welcome re-
turn to big cruising yachts for the iconic brand, and it’s an interesting 
combination of traditional and up-to-the-minute styling and design. 

Naval architects Tripp Design have drawn a bluf -bowed hull with its 
beam carried well af  to a generous stern overhang. Construction is a 
vacuum-infused epoxy resin/carbon f ber/Kevlar/Corecell foam compos-
ite, akin to that used in high-end raceboats. A powerful triple-spreader 
carbon f ber rig should do justice to the fast-looking hull. 

T e open transom and large pilothouse sound like an incongruous 
pairing, but the ef ect works well. T e intention was to maximize both 
interior and exterior socializing spaces, and to that end the large cockpit 
and deck saloon are separated by sliding doors. T ere are panoramic 
views from the dinette, a raised galley and an interior helm station. De-
scend a short companionway and you f nd two large staterooms; there’s 
a third, single cabin af  and to port. Due to be launched next year, the 
Sou’Wester 53 is sure to create a stir. 

Meanwhile, since Hinckley purchased Morris Yachts a couple of 
years back, things have been quiet, but no more. T e line of gorgeous 

S&S-designed M-series daysailers is now being built in epoxy resin and 
carbon f ber, shaving weight and adding strength to these modern clas-
sics. Expect a performance boost from that and from the revised rudder, 
rig and deck layouts.

Down Florida way, Catalina Yachts has been producing a steady 
stream of its 5-series cruisers, with the 425 
in particular having hit a sweet spot in the 
market. Catalina VP and chief designer Gerry 
Douglas had for some time been ponder-
ing a larger boat, and when he produced the 
preliminary drawings of the Catalina 525 at 
last year’s Annapolis show the response was 
gratifying. Enough commitments were signed 
for work to commence. 

When I visited Catalina’s Seminole, Florida, 
plant in March, hand-fairing was just about 
complete on the plug, which looked massive. 
T e 525 is essentially a larger version of the 
425—a capable all-round cruising yacht—with an af  cockpit and mast-
head rig, but with enough interior volume to have Douglas playing with 
lots of options for f nal deck plan and accommodation layouts. T e boat 

CONTACTS 

Alerion Yachts            
alerionyachts.com

Catalina Yachts             
catalinayachts.com

Hinckley Yachts             
hinckleyyachts.com

Island Packet Yachts                   
ipy.com
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The Sou’Wester 

53 is the fi rst 
new cruising boat 

from Hinckley in 
many years

Gerry Douglas shows 
of  the plug for the 

new Catalina 525

Island Packet 

owners gathered 
for a factory open 

house in March
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JUST LAUNCHED

should make its debut at next year’s Miami show. 
Just around the corner in Largo, Florida, is another long-established 

American builder, Island Packet Yachts. T e lengthy recession and drop 
in new-boat sales took its toll on the company; to cut a long story short, 
owner Bob Johnson sold the company two years ago to Hake Marine, 
builders of Seaward Yachts, which is now in the hands of longtime San 
Diego IP dealers Darrell and Leslie Allen. 

Taking over a struggling boatbuilding company is always a brave move, 
but it looks like it’s paying of  for the Allens. T ey are planning to devel-
op new boats, but for the time being are tweaking some of the established 
models in the range, adding new features including—gasp—the option 
of dif erent colors than the traditional mustard-hued gelcoat. Along with 
the upgrades come new model names. T e range starts at 35f  and goes 
up to 52f . T e SP Cruiser (now the North Star 44) and Blue Jacket 40 
remain in the range, and the company is also building the Seaward 36 
and 32 variable draf  cruisers. 

Going by the reactions of a group of IP dealers, owners and prospective 
customers I met during an open house day at the factory in March the 
moves are popular, and at time of writing the Allens had sold 15 boats. As 
longtime Island Packet dealers they have a great feel for their market, and 
the future looks good for Island Packet, which turns 40 next year. 

Speaking of long-established builders, Rhode Island-based Alerion 

Yachts, founded by Garry Hoyt in 1991, has also risen from the ashes of 
a bankruptcy. T e company and its assets were purchased late last year by 

Peter Johnstone, late of Gunboat and a member of the J/Boats family, and 
the line of pretty modern daysailers and weekenders will be produced in 
a new factory in North Kingstown. 

T e new team’s f rst project was to modernize the Alerion Express 28 
to mark the 30th anniversary of this classic design, touted by many as the 
ideal daysailer. T ere’s now more room belowdecks and the build process 
has been ref ned to decrease weight.

Aside from the 28, the lineup consists of the Alerion Express 20, 30, 33 
and 41. Johnstone says the focus will be on building boats of the highest 
quality rather than aiming at a broader market. s

The pretty Alerion 
Express 28 has 
been upgraded for 
its 30th birthday

We insure boats and yachts 27‘ and greater and are licensed in all 50 states.

Pantaenius America Ltd. is a licensed insurance agent licensed in all 50 states. It is an independent corporation incorporated under the laws of New York and is a separate and distinct entity from any entity of the Pantaenius Group.
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Hanse 388
A smart, elegantly simple design from Germany

By Sam Fortescue

H
anse Yachts is currently updating its entire line, and the latest 
model to get the treatment is its mid-range 388, previously 
known as the 385. As you might guess, the hull of the new boat 
is very similar to its predecessor, being built in the same mold. 

However, the improvements that have gone into creating the 388 are 
more than just skin-deep.

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

Although Hanse is based in Germany, its hulls are built at a dedicated 
factory just over the border in Poland. Layup there is much as it has 
always been—good old-fashioned manual work with a roller in one hand 
and a laminate plan in the other. T at said, Hanse’s extremely ef  cient 
production line system has got this process down to a f ne art, with boats 
typically needing around 10 days in the mold before they are shipped to 
Germany, where the rest of the boat is assembled.

T e hull of the 388 has a f rst layer of more expensive vinylester resin, 
in the interest of blister resistance, as well as a balsa foam core for supe-

rior stif ness and lighter weight. Around the chainplates, there is some 
carbon reinforcing, and an intergral bulwark/toerail both stif ens the 
hull-to-deck joint and provides additional safety when going forward. 

Although the boat’s plumb bow and stern remain the same—the better 
to scrape every available inch of waterline length out of the design—na-
val architects Judel/Vrolijk have also made a few tweaks. For example, 
they have replaced the bulky helm seats that previously closed of  most of 
the transom with folding thwarts that can be clipped up vertically when-
ever you want full access to the water. T e drop-down transom also now 
includes a built-in telescopic bathing ladder in gleaming stainless. 

Up at the bow, the stem f tting includes a pair of twin rollers, as well 
as a useful teak step (handy for Scandinavian-style mooring) and an 
integral tack point for a Code 0 reaching sail. Keeping the boat upright is 
a hef y 5,247lb L-shaped keel, which is 400lb heavier and 3in deeper than 
the previous model to help counterbalance the 13in taller mast. T ere is 
also a shoal-draf  option.

ACCOMMODATIONS

T e sheer acreage of glass in this new boat is immediately noticeable. 
For what is—let’s face it—a smaller design by today’s lavish standards, 
this boat has packed in six hull lights, three f ush hatches and, in a major 
update to the 385, glass panels on either side of the companionway. It 
all gives the boat a very modern look and lets the light simply f ood in 
below, a key part of the boat’s appeal.

Beyond that, the conf guration has changed little since the 385. T e 
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main choices below are whether you want 
two or three cabins, and a short or extended 
L-shaped galley to starboard. You sacrif ce a 
hanging locker with the bigger galley, but both 
versions of er a good-sized refrigerator, with 
top and side access, plus a two-burner cooktop 
and oven. Whether you choose two or three 
cabins, there is a single head with a shower to 
port just af  of the chart table.

T e main cabin is in the forepeak, where 
Hanse has brought the head of the V-berth 
slightly out from the hull, to give a hint of it 
being an island with some side access. All berths 
are good and deep, with the saloon settees of er-
ing two additional sea berths if necessary.

Finish quality throughout is good, and Hanse 
recently expanded the number of options 
available for internal joinery and upholstery, so 
that there are now four wood and three carpet 
choices for the sole, f ve woods for cabinets, 22 
fabrics and nine leathers—surely enough to keep 
even the most f nicky owner happy.

T e design team has also been busy with the interior lighting and the 
installation of digital switching throughout the boat, which allows you to 
control things via a proprietary touchscreen. Select from dif erent moods 
in each cabin, or reprogram the system to suit your own particular pref-
erences. Hanse also specs some good-quality red/white lighting to help 
preserve night vision while on passage. 

UNDER SAIL
Like all Hanses, ease of handling is part of this boat’s DNA. With that in 
mind, all sail controls come back to the helm, with a German mainsheet 
system providing stress-free trimming on either tack. For once on a 
production boat, the helmsman can also get a good purcahse on the twin 
Lewmar 40 primaries from behind the wheel for trimming the headsail.

Our test boat came equipped with the “performance pack,” which 
includes secondary winches on the cockpit coaming, positioned with a 
clear run af  to the spinnaker blocks on the quarter. You won’t f nd any 
spare halyards or barber-haulers on this boat, since the rig, with its self-
tacking jib, is designed to be a minimal one. However, the boat works 
well in its simplicity, and “Fast Cruising” laminated sails are available for 
those in search of a speed edge. 

With a top breeze of around 6 knots, the boat fell into an easy slot 
around 40-45 degrees of  the true wind, keeping up an ef ortless 4 to 5 
knots. T e polars suggest she can cruise upwind at 6.5 knots, and broad 
reach at close to 8.5 knots, but we weren’t able to verify this. T at said, 
when I sailed her larger sister, the 418, she managed an easy 6.5 knots 
in similar reaching conditions under gennaker. Since the hulls between 
these two boats are almost identical, my expectation is that the 388 
would prove a decent passagemaker, and very much toward the faster 
end of the cruising spectrum.

UNDER POWER
T e 27hp Yanmar engine is ample for everyday requirements. T ere 
is also an option for a larger 38hp engine, which would make a decent 
investment if you are planning to cruise intensively. In our chop-free wa-
ters, the boat managed an easy 6 knots under power, with some throttle 
to spare. T e saildrive, combined with a nice deep single rudder, means 
that she responds quickly ahead and astern, without discernible prop-
walk. T at same nice big rudder makes backing into a tight berth about 
as easy as parallel parking. Access to the engine is good.

CONCLUSION
Hanses are built with limited options using a very ef  cient industrial 
technique. T e f nish below is good, with some really stylish design 
touches and great functionality, borne of years of solid seamanship. T e 
388’s hull is slippery enough for good passage times, while handling 
is fantastically simple, with sails easy to launch, trim and recover. She 
would make a great boat for family cruising. s
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Plentiful ports and 

hatches let in lots of 
light; fi nish is good

DESIGNER Judel/Vrolijk & Co.
BUILDER Hanse Yachts, Greifswald, Germany, 
hanseyachts.com
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR Hanse North & South 
America, Newburyport, MA, 978-239-6568, 
dbrophy@hanseyachts.com
PRICE $225,000 (sailaway)

Hanse 388

SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 37ft 5in LWL 34ft 1in BEAM 12ft 10in
DRAFT 6ft 9in (std); 5ft 4in (shoal)
DISPLACEMENT 18,232lb
BALLAST 5,247lb
SAIL AREA 775ft2

AIR DRAFT 57ft 9in
FUEL/WATER (GAL) 42/77
ENGINE Yanmar 27hp
BALLAST RATIO 29 SA/D RATIO 18 D/L RATIO 204

What do these ratios mean? Visit sailmagazine.com/ratios
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Southerly 540
A swing-keel cruiser that offers both bluewater 

performance and thin-water freedom

By Zuzana Prochazka

F
or anyone wrestling with the tradeof s between deep-draf  sailing 
performance and shallow gunkholing cruising capability, the 
Southerly 540, with its lif ing keel, may be the perfect solution. 
T e Ed Dubois-designed 54-footer is now part of the Discov-

ery Yachts Group Line and is built in Southampton, England. We went 
aboard to see just how this big boat can be managed shorthanded and 
venture virtually anywhere in the world.  

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
T e hand-laminated, vacuum-bagged vinylester/foam core sandwich hull 
(solid glass below the waterline) has a f ne entry, which allows the boat 
to put her shoulder into big head seas and carve a path straight through. 
Despite her exceptional volume, the 540 has a low prof le with a nearly-
f ush deck and a rounded coachroof. T e f xed angled windows swoop 
back like a shaped eyebrow wrapping around the raised saloon inside. 

T e keel draf  varies from 3f  5in to 11f , which af ords a lot of f ex-
ibility when sneaking into the shallow anchorages of the Caribbean or 

resting alongside the dock back home. Below the waterline, the Southerly 
has twin canted rudders and a centerline skeg that protects the propeller 
and shaf . T e 7,000lb iron keel retracts completely into a keel box. Both 
the keel, which is raised and lowered via a hydraulic ram, and the box 
f t into a long cast-iron grounding plate that is capable of supporting the 
boat’s entire weight.

T e tall (nearly 80f ) keel-stepped Solent rig has triple af -swept 
spreaders. It carries a self-tending jib and a 145 percent genoa, both 
on electric Furlex furlers. Between the mainsail and jib, the sail area is 
1,444f 2, but switch headsails to the large genoa, and you’ll add another 
500f 2 for fast, of -the-wind passagemaking. A gennaker can also be 
f own from the bowsprit. In-boom furling is standard, while in-mast 
furling or slab reef ng are available as an option.

ON DECK
Topsides, Dubois did not compromise on the essentials for safe of -
shore sailing. Bluewater details include clean side decks with molded-
in handgrips along the coachroof and nice high lifelines: the latter a 
necessity when cruising of shore that is all too of en overlooked. T e 
cockpit includes a working section with twin, elevated wheels behind two 
enormous consoles holding Raymarine instruments. A single Lewmar 65 
winch is located along the centerline between the two helms for manag-
ing the mainsheet. T ere is no traveler. 

Lewmar electric winches and arrays of Spinlock rope clutches manage 
the lines and are within easy reach of the driver and mostly away from 
the guests. T e social part of cockpit is a step down and anchored deep 
in the center of the boat where its occupants will be safe, comfortable 
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and out of the way of ropes and elbows during 
maneuvers. T e entire cockpit is designed so 
that the sole can be removed in the event of a 
repower, thereby allowing the engine to be lif ed 
out with relative ease. 

T e af  swim platform is not as large as on 
other vessels of this size, but there’s still plenty of 
room to board easily from a dinghy or even get 
scuba gear ready. Two sets of steps lead from the 
deck down to the platform.T ey are quite steep, 
so it’s best to hold on while in transit. 

ACCOMMODATIONS
Belowdecks, the Dubois team drew on its 
megayacht expertise to create some truly 
luxurious accommodations beginning with 
a raised salon amidships. Not only does the 
raised seating there make room for the keel 
box below, it also provides space for a party 
of eight that can easily see out the large ports 
when seated at dinner. The standard layout 
includes three cabins with a VIP cabin for-
ward, a master suite aft and an over/under cabin to port. 

The galley, with a three-burner Force 10 stove/oven and refrigera-
tion drawers, forms a portside walkthrough to the master stateroom 
aft that is notable for the amount and quality of the furnishings. 
Owners won’t need to leave much behind when packing for an ex-
tended cruise. The whole suite looks more like a well-furnished hotel 
room than a boat cabin.

A dedicated nav station is to starboard, on the same level as the saloon 
seating for better visibility forward. Autopilot control here will let you steer 
in comfort from this same spot in inclement weather. House batteries (the 
540 is a 24-volt vessel) and an Onan genset are tucked under the sole.

As expected aboard a UK-built boat, the f t and f nish are exceptional 
throughout, and light pours in via the large f xed cabintop ports and hull 
ports, the latter conf gured as both horizontal and vertical slits, the same 
as aboard many superyachts. T ere will be no hardship in staying below, 
especially at the built-in starboard side chess table f anked by a pair of 

cozy seats—a welcome getaway for anyone wanting a bit of a break from 
the social fray topsides. 

UNDER SAIL
T e Southerly 540 is what you’d call a “serious” boat. No strangers to blue-
water passages, over 1,100 Southerlies have crossed oceans and participat-
ed in any number of round-the-world rallies over the years, of en managed 
by shorthanded crews or even couples. You can imagine my dismay, then, 
as we set out for our sea trial on Chesapeake Bay with the wind gusting to 
all of 6 knots. On the plus side, we did manage to scoot along at a respect-
able 3.5 knots at a 60 degree apparent wind angle when we (brief y) felt 7 
knots of true breeze over the deck. 

During our sail, the keel was about 1/3 down, just enough to keep us 
tracking and minimizing leeway. Beating into a snotty seaway with the 
keel fully lowered, the 540 should be able to point quite high (up to 30 
degrees) without making too much leeway. 

UNDER POWER
Our test boat was powered by a 150hp Volvo Penta diesel with a straight 
shaf  and a four-bladed folding propeller. A 160hp Yanmar is also avail-
able. At wide-open throttle and 3,100 rpm, we motored at 9.5 knots. At 
a more moderate and fuel-ef  cient 1,900 rpm, our speed was 7.5 knots. 
With 213 gal of fuel and 176 gal of freshwater, the Southerly 540 will be 
able to not only reach far-f ung destinations, but remain self-suf  cient for 
extended periods. 

CONCLUSION
T e variable-draf  keel was launched on the f rst Southerly 33 in 1978 
and devotees of the concept have been many. T e consensus seems to 
be that “Once you’ve gone variable, you never go back.” A f xed keel is 
of ered as an option, but who would negate the most attractive feature 
of this design? Add in standard features like twin rudders, powered 
winches, a self-tacking jib and easy handling by a couple, and you’ve got 
a globetrotter that will be at home anywhere. s
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The raised saloon 
provides a magnifi cent 

view of the outside world

DESIGNER Ed Dubois
BUILDER Southerly Yachts, Southampton, 
England, southerlyyachts.com
PRICE $1.35 million (sailaway)

Southerly 540

SPECIFICATIONS

LOA 55ft 2in LWL 49ft
BEAM 15ft 8in 
DRAFT 3ft 5in (board up); 11ft (board down)
DISPLACEMENT 54,806lb 
BALLAST 18,400lb (grounding plate and keel)
SAIL AREA 1,444ft2 (main and self-tacking jib)
AIR DRAFT 79ft 8in
FUEL/WATER (GAL) 213/176 
ENGINE Volvo Penta 150hp 
BALLAST RATIO 34
SA/D RATIO 16
D/L RATIO 208

What do these ratios mean? Visit sailmagazine.com/ratios
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Different Kind
of Cruising

A pair of 

traditional 

fi shing boats 

navigate the 

shallow waters 

of the Morbihan



                The hidden treasure of France’s Golfe du Morbihan
BY NIGEL CALDER
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Our Malo 48, Nada, is anchored for the night in placid water on the 
edge of a muddy drying shoal between two rocky islets in the Golfe du 
Morbihan, on the west coast of France. T e tidal range here in southern 
Brittany is around 15f . T e gulf is large—more than 40 square miles in 
area—with a narrow entrance from the Bay of Quiberon, which itself 
leads to the Bay of Biscay. At peak f ood and ebb, the tidal stream pours 
in and out of the gulf at 8 knots. Less than a hundred yards behind us, 
the ebb tide is throwing up 3f  standing waves. Boats exiting the bay are 
rushing by at speeds they never dreamt of, while an incoming passenger 
ferry, forced by its schedule to f ght the tide, is bouncing up and down, 
creeping into the current. We are tightly positioned between swinging 
out into the maelstrom or going aground on the shoal at low tide. 

We have been driven to seek anchorage in this somewhat marginal 
spot by the unbelievable number of boats and mooring buoys in the 
gulf, with almost every decent anchorage 
crammed full. I knew the French are seri-
ously into their sailing, but had never imag-
ined it on this scale! I am, in any case, under 
f rm instructions from my wife, Terrie, to get 
us close to the island of Gavrinis to starboard, 
on which there is reported to be a Neolithic 
passage tomb dating from around 3,500 BC 
and containing, in the words of Wikipedia, 
“one of the major treasures of European 
megalithic art.” 

Terrie is seriously into ancient rocks of 
any description. Southern Brittany is dotted 
with amazing patterns of standing stones and 
other artifacts. T ese ancient monuments are 
individually smaller than Stonehenge in Eng-
land, but on a vastly grander scale, scattered 
over miles of countryside. T e epicenter is at 
Carnac, on the mainland to the northwest of 
us, where the pre-Celtic people of Brittany 
erected more than 3,000 standing stones. 

T
his is our third tricky anchorage driven by prehistory. A couple 
of days earlier we had crept into an equally precarious anchoring 

spot in Quiberon Bay, to the west of the Morbihan, seeking shelter from 
the wind and swells in the lee of a rocky headland beyond which the bay 
was f lled with moorings. We succeeded in tucking ourselves in with 
barely suf  cient scope and swinging room at a spot charted at 2f  depth. 
Luckily, it was neap tides, which meant, according to my calculations, at 
low tide there would be almost 6f  of water, which is our draf , above the 
2f  of chart datum, so we would still be af oat. We waited until low tide 

to make sure and then ran the dinghy ashore onto a wide sand beach and 
carried it up above the high tide line. Terrie took us on a hike toward 
Carnac in a blistering, energy-sapping heatwave, the result of a high 
pressure system that was parked over Western Europe, bringing with it 
light winds and record high temperatures.

We soon became lost in narrow, twisting lanes and ended up stum-
bling upon the tiny village of St. Columban, with a gorgeous cluster of 
ancient buildings around a lovely Gothic chapel, the walls painted with 
murals of galleons from the 15th century. T e following day, while I did P
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odd chores around the boat, Terrie returned to St. Columban to paint the 
chapel, although she did not get to see her alignment of standing stones.

T e next morning we timed our entry into the Golfe du Morbihan to 
arrive shortly af er low tide, riding the already impressive stream into 
the bay and up into the mouth of the Auray River, which empties into 
the northwest corner of the gulf. T e target: another f eld of megalithic 
standing stones and dolmen (prehistoric tombs) near Locmariaquer. 
T e problem: extensive shallows stretching out from the shoreline with 
a relatively narrow deep-water channel rimmed with moored boats and 

raf s for raising oysters. T ere was no place to anchor without obstruct-
ing the channel. Luckily, we were using Navionics charts, which to date 
had proved to be remarkably accurate and detailed. T e chart showed a 
narrow slot of water between a f eld of raf s and the shoreline shoals, ter-

minating in an area surrounded by shoal water that, 
given the proximity to neaps, likely would have just 
enough depth and swinging room for us to anchor. 

We crept up the edge of the raf s on the rising tide, 
not particularly concerned about running aground 
because there was no wave action and the tide would lif  
us of . In no time, we found suf  cient space to anchor 
and dropped the hook. However, things were tight, and 
I was concerned about swinging into the oyster raf s 
when the tide turned, so I was reluctant to leave the 
boat. Terrie and our shipmate, Jake, however,  headed 
ashore to explore. I was not comfortable overnighting 
here, so when they returned we picked our way back out 

of the anchorage and headed farther into the gulf. 

T
he Golfe du Morbihan is sprinkled with over 60 islands, between 
which are numerous shoals and rocky passages, with of en narrow 

channels and strong tidal streams. T e streams themselves take some 
getting used to. It’s not as if they all f ow in the same direction—in-
bound on a rising tide and outbound on a falling tide. Instead, there are 
substantial rotating currents and eddies. It is, therefore, quite possible 
to f nd tidal streams running in opposite directions at several knots on 
either side of the same small bay, with no current at all between them. 
T en there are the various narrow passages between the islands with 
even stronger, accelerated currents. It is easy to get confused by the 
myriad islands, with little time to recover your bearings before getting 
swept into trouble. My strategy, therefore, had been to lay down a track 
on the chartplotter before going anywhere and stick to it closely.

Using this same strategy we now picked our way between shoals around 
the top of Ile Longue and through a narrow channel, looking for a place 
to anchor close to the island of Gavrinis. One edge of the channel is again 
rimmed with moorings; the other marks the edge of a drying shoal. T ere 
is no room for us. Fortunately, at the southern end of Ile Longue, between 
it and Gavrinis, just to the north of a buoy marking the edge of the main P
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channel into the Golfe du Morbihan, there looks to be adequate room 
for us to tuck into, between a spit extending from the shoal and Gavrinis. 
We circle cautiously, exploring and defning the edge of the shoal water, 
pull of the shoal just enough to not swing aground at low tide and set the 
hook. We take the dinghy ashore to explore the Neolithic ruins, but are 
rebufed by a guardian who tells us we have to go back to the mainland 
and come over tomorrow on one of the hourly tour boats.

W
e may have been defeated on the hunt for prehistoric ruins, but 
Terrie is by no means out of ideas. At the head of the Golfe du 

Morbihan, past a tide gate and swing bridge up a mile-long canal, re-
portedly passable with our 6f draf an hour or two either side of high 
tide, lies the medieval walled city of Vannes. Te following morning 
we pull up the anchor, rinse of the mud and motor slowly the few 
yards into the incoming tidal stream, where our boatspeed accelerates 
from just over 3 knots to better than 10 knots! We have an exhilarat-
ing ride into the interior of the gulf, but soon rapidly decelerate and 
fnd ourselves fghting a 2 knot countercurrent. A passenger ferry 
that has followed us in has headed to the opposite side of the bay and 
is still being swept along by the current. However, between us there is 

now shoal water that blocks us from joining it. Such is the nature of 
sailing in the Golfe du Morbihan!

Eventually, the tide reverses direction and accelerates to 5 knots, 
sluicing us through the slot between the mainland and Ile aux Moines, 
and sweeping us up the west side of Ile Irus. Here, shoal water extends 
well of the island while to the north is another large mooring feld 
along the mainland shoreline, with a narrow channel that runs between 
the moored boats and the shoal. We need to pause for a while to give 
the tide time to rise in the canal to Vannes. Tere is also no place we 
could anchor overnight without either grounding well before low tide 
or swinging into the channel. However, we are still on a rising tide, so 
we motor slowly in and drop the hook for a leisurely lunch. 

From Ile Irus we work our way around various islets and through 
the rocky channel at Port Anna, with the inbound tidal current now 
slowing as we approach high tide, around yet another substantial 
mooring field and into the canal to Vannes. This canal has a tide 
gate that traps sufficient water to maintain at least 6ft depths on the 
docks in Vannes, even at low water when much of the canal below 
the tide gate is almost dry. There is also a swing bridge close to the 
tide gate, which opens on demand after half tide on the rising tide, P
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and closes at half tide when it’s falling. We have timed our arrival 
perfectly to make it over the sill for the tide gate and through the 
bridge. We motor slowly up to the city with some apprehension, as 
our 48-footer is significantly larger than most of the cruising boats 
that make their way up here, and we can’t help wondering what 
we’ll do if there is no dock space and no room to turn around.

In fact, the docks at Vannes prove to be crowded with no possibility 
of tying up alongside, so we raf  up outside a trawler yacht, which itself 
is raf ed to a restored traditional workboat. On the other side of the 
canal the boats are also raf ed two and three deep, narrowing the chan-
nel. I am concerned the harbor master will move us on and can see no 
other place to go. But in the end no one seems concerned.

What an extraordinary city we f nd this to be. T e massive medieval 
defensive walls are substantially intact, enclosing narrow winding 
streets lined with half-timbered houses from the 15th and 16th cen-
turies. At each f oor level the houses jut out toward the street until at 
the third story they are almost touching overhead. Over the centuries 
the houses have bent and changed shape in wonderful ways. T ere are 
entire streets that look as if they are from a Disney set for a Hansel and 
Gretel movie. Although I grew up in Europe, I had no idea there were 

still places like this. Terrie has hit the jackpot!
We spend a couple of days pottering around the city. Terrie paints, 

while Jake and I just amble. On the second night the city is packed to 
bursting for a music festival, with bands in every public space and mu-
sicians in many of the restaurants. On the third day my brother joins 
us, and we depart at high tide, riding the stream back out to sea for a 
quiet passage across the Bay of Biscay to Spain. Vannes is high on the 
list of places to which we would like to sail again.

T e Golfe du Morbihan came as a complete surprise to us. Prior to sail-
ing there, we had never heard of it. Between the entrance from Quiberon 
Bay and Vannes we covered well under 20 miles (the most direct distance 
is only about 10 miles), but packed within this short distance we found a 
wealth of unique experiences on shore and af oat. Calm waters, dozens of 
islands, major tides, powerful currents, challenging navigation and tricky 
anchorages are interspersed with world-class prehistoric ruins ashore and 
a stunning movie-grade medieval walled city. We jammed a season’s worth 
of experiences in any other cruising ground into less than a week. s

Nigel Calder and his wife, Terrie, are cruising the Atlantic coasts of Spain 

and Portugal this summerP
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Getting into super 
secure anchorages like 

this one in The Basin on 

Vinalhaven Island takes 
a little study, but is well 

worth the efort
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T
here’s a longing among coasters to chance 
upon a perfectly protected eel rut of a wild 
anchorage, inhabit it in solitude and know the 
delights of discovery. T ough some despair 
there are no unpublished truths of the sort yet 
to be divined, they are out there if you know 
where to look—for there’s something of an art 
to fathoming still waters and private places.

Of en, the only reason such treasures still exist is that they 
throw a challenge or two at you and demand a greater invest-
ment of self. It’s the price of extraordinary experience, though 
most of those we’ve chanced upon have proven surprisingly 
straightforward to plumb. T e little time it takes to know the 
truth of such matters pays handsomely and yields a richer ap-
proach to coasting.

 Seeking shelter from weather has driven a few of the dis-
coveries my wife and mate, Leigh, and I have made. One time, 
bullying seas bared their teeth as our 26f  Folkboat Leight put 
her shoulder to a snotty northeasterly under a Kansas tornado 
sky scudding low over Maine’s East Penobscot Bay. T e previous 
evening’s forecast had said nothing of easterly weather, but when 

Leigh pulled up the latest report, we learned we were in for a wet, 
windy and foggy time of it. 

T e mate, who is not in the least timid about making her views 
on such things known, broke the silence. “I don’t know about you,” 
she said with a hint of resignation in her voice. “But I’d rather be 
anchored in a quiet cove, drinking wine, reading and nibbling on 
canapes, thank you very much.”

No longer a follower of the Suf ering Builds Character school 
of cruising, I came to immediate sympathy, but the question was, 
where? With no secure shelter from winds out of that quarter 
along our trajectory, we huddled over the chart and ultimately 
elected to head for a teacup of a tide hole called Seal Trap on Isle 
au Haut. While the cruising guides had nothing to say of it, back 
in the day we’d spent an hour in the dinghy, charting it with a 
sounding lead, pencil and sketch pad.  

It’s only accessible at half tide or better, and it was just shy of 
that when we brought up under the imposing granite swell of 
Moore’s Head. Engine on, sails f uttering down and the f ood 
under us, we made for a slender ribbon of water in the lee of 
Trial Point, hugging the spruce-crowned eastern shore. Clif s 
rose abruptly a couple of boatlengths to starboard, seas milked 

&Still Water  Private Places

Perfecting the art of discovery  

Story and photos by David Buckman

A proper rowing 

dinghy  can be a great 

tool for discovering 

new places
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and moshed, and the world closed in. 
Depths declined from 20f to 12f rather quickly, but then held as we 

crept past a knuckle of ledge to port. Ten feet, nine, eight; the sound-
ings declined and waters quieted. With a slight nudge of the helm we 
skirted a low-lying ledge to starboard and gained the breathtaking 
solitude of its inner pool with 15f of water under us. 

Anchor down, sails furled, the lantern fickering away, our cir-
cumstance couldn’t have been more civil. Still as a pond, there was a 
comfort to the closeness of it as darkness fell, rain slanted down and 
the wind fretted—a particular satisfaction at being privy to the beauty 
and solitude of this secret place.

While a rowing dinghy is handy for charting quiet waters, we prefer 

to use Leight, which draws 4f, for most such duty, preferably on a 
fooding tide. While the sloop’s depthsounder is essential, we also carry 
a lead line for weedy bottoms, which can refect false readings. 

Te nature of water, shoal and shore is reasonably predictable. Steep 
shores ofen indicate navigable depths, while lower, more gentle shores 
favor shallower water. Ledges showing testify to the probability of ledg-
es unseen, and shoaling is almost always gradual. Lobster trap buoys 
are signs of navigable depths and indicate current fow, and an absence 
of them may be a sign of shoal water. Visual estimations of depths are 

unreliable, points of land tend to continue underwater, mid-
schannel can be a reasonable place to start, and a sof and sticky 

landing of a lead line usually indicates mud. 
Charts and plotters leave a lot of questions unanswered. A good 

bit of this business is speculation, and there are plenty of exceptions 
to the rule. Our experience in the Gulf of Maine has been that where 
there are tempting soundings in the 6f to 8f range, about half the time 
the actual depths are a bit deeper. Te dinghy is kept on a short leash 
when we snif out the possibilities, and if one of us is on deck, we signal 
directions with gestures, not shouting. Local knowledge can be another 
source of intelligence. It’s been our experience you can believe about 
half the lies you hear at the town dock. 

Most of our discoveries have ofered 
perfectly adequate swinging room, but when 
space is constrained, a chain rode works 
best. Only occasionally have two anchors 
been called for. Te single-digit soundings 
we ofen encounter allow for a generous 
scope ratio with a moderate length of rode, 
which limits swinging arc. Leight’s primary 
anchor is a 25lb CQR.

Tere’s a stirring drama to the wild waters 
of Te Basin on Maine’s Vinalhaven Island, 
and in all our years of calling there we’ve 
never shared it with another boat. While the 
frst look gave pause, once it was in our wake, 
we were impressed with how straightforward 
threading the needle had been, to say nothing 
of its fabulous beauty, privacy and security. 

Tat the waters had been used as winter-
ing grounds for schooners gave historic ref-
erence to its accessibility. A sail-by revealed 
a mid-channel ledge, 20 yards or so into the 
rockbound gut, and opposite it, just of the 
south shore, a companion ledge. Between 
the two was an 8- or 9-yard-wide sluiceway, 
where at high slack the stream proved emi-
nently navigable.    

Engine ticking over, we made our way 
along the middle of the channel at 3 knots, the depths declining to 12f. 
A small island slid by to port; beyond it was another knot of ledges. 
Minding them, we stayed pretty much center channel as much as we 
could, depths increasing to 20f and the current evaporating. 

Te Basin has the look of a boreal North Country lake, with no sign 
of man’s ambitions to be seen. A knot of small islands gathered to the 
east, and we turned northward into a natural channel-way. Seals hauled 
out on ledges port and starboard, and a scattering of lobster pot buoys 
confrmed the correctness of our drif. Soundings were in the teens.

There’s a stirring drama to the wild waters of The Basin 

on Maine’s Vinalhaven Island, and in all our years of calling 

there we’ve never shared it with another boat

Leigh explores wild Blacks 

Island, next to Corner 

Pocket Cove, Maine
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Soon af er traversing a minor bar, with depths of 9f , we were received 
in a teacup of an anchorage, with bold, spruce-crowned shores rising high 
above the emerald alcove. Anchoring where we’d have 10f  at low water, 
the stillness was pregnant. An eagle traced sweeping gestures against the 
sky and there was something decidedly primitive to our isolation.

We spent three days cultivating the quiet. Time melted away. We 
took naps, walked ashore, listened to Coltrane, washed our socks and 
f ossed. Books, Bordeaux, birding and foot massages: we lived quietly, 
endowed with a certain animal awareness.

Some discoveries are so ridiculously easy, it’s hard to imagine why 
the world doesn’t know of them. Anchored in T e Cows Yard on 
Head Harbor Island, a bit of southerly chop made it in, so I decided 
see what the lee of nearby Steele Harbor and Black Islands had to 
of er. Snif  ng about on the f ood I found a quiet, 7f -deep pool, called 
it Corner Pocket Cove, and anchored with 10 fathoms of chain, the 
survey having taken 40 minutes.

Some explorations require a new way of thinking. York Island 
Harbor was one of them. We were slowly feeling our way in, hav-
ing watched a few lobster boats working the waters, when we came 
upon a car-sized glacial erratic blocking the way. Twice rebuffed as 
we tried to get by to the west, we backed and filled, put the sloop’s 
nose into a rock-girded slip, little more than 30ft from shore, and 
watched as the soundings declined to 9ft—and held. Unlocking 
such designs is a powerful thing, and lying in the lee with 7ft of wa-

ter under us, we were endowed of a particular sense of satisfaction 
for the secrets we knew.

Making a late arrival at Dix Harbor in the Muscle Ridge channel 
before a frisking southerly, we found a yacht club cruise in port and 
no room at the inn. Discussing the options, our eyes fell upon a tennis 
court-sized pool under the lee of Andrews Island and T e Neck. T e 
chart gave no encouragement, but for a single 8f  sounding. 

T e way between Birch and High Island was much obstructed by ledg-
es, but the north shore of High Island was steep, and we slowly chanced 
along on the f ood, skirting a shoal on the northeast corner of the island. 
T e way proved reasonably navigable, and we soon came under shore of 
T e Neck, circled about and dropped anchor in a pocket paradise. We 
could hear wind in the treetops, but our berth was still. Looking west 
toward the f eet at Dix Harbor, we saw their anchor lights dancing to the 
breeze and were possessed of a delicious sense of sanctuary.      

T ere’s a distinct energy to things new and afresh, and to learning on 
a grand scale. It reminds us how little we know and how much is yet 
to be discovered. Imagination is the currency of still water and private 
places. T e poet Robert Frost distilled the essence of it when he wrote: 
“Two roads diverged in a wood and I took the one less traveled by, and 
that has made all the dif erence.” s

David Buckman sails out of Round Pond, Maine, and has cruised from the 

Chesapeake to Newfoundland

Leight has the quiet harbor 

of Seal Trap all to herself.
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ON DECK SAIL TRIM

LIGHT-AIR

 SAILING
Tips for keeping a cruising boat moving at an 

acceptable pace in light airs By Rupert Holmes
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S
ome of the best times aboard a cruising boat are in light airs—
those quiet, relaxed sunny days with gentle sailing that just 
wouldn’t be the same if you were motoring. However, many 
cruising yachts are not set up to truly fullfll their potential in 

these kinds of conditions.  
One of the problems, of course, is the sheer weight of many cruising 

yachts. Displacement is still valued by many thanks to the more com-
fortable motion at sea (and at anchor) that it can confer, not to men-
tion the reassuring assumption that extra weight is synonymous with 
additional strength. For many owners it’s also a byproduct of buying an 
older and therefore more afordable boat. Equally, for those travelling 
farther afeld, a heavier boat is likely to have better load-carrying ability 
than a lightweight fyer. Of course, a downside to all this is that it can 
lead to a greater dependence on the engine, bigger fuel bills and arguably 
less time spent fully enjoying good weather. 

Tis also applies to today’s beamy and broad sterned yachts, which 
have lots of wetted surface area and therefore a high level of frictional 
resistance. Nonetheless, with a few tweaks most cruisers can be coaxed to 
move at an acceptable pace. 

THE CHALLENGES
In many cases weight is not the only reason cruising yachts struggle 
to make progress in light winds. Tey may also have aging and badly 
stretched sails, inefcient controls for sail shape and a degree of under-
water fouling. Older boats may also lack efcient reaching sails, Code 0s, 
while old-school cruising chutes are nowhere near as efective downwind 
as modern asymmetric spinnakers, or A-sails.

Tese factors ofen lead to owners abandoning any thought of sail-
ing in light airs, which can result in their boats becoming such that it’s 
next to impossible to do so. However, with enough sail even the heaviest 
of boats can be made to move at reasonable speeds, especially at wind 
angles that put the boat on anything between a broad and close reach. 

Never forget that when reaching in light airs the boat’s own motion 
increases the apparent wind strength. It also doesn’t take a great deal 
of power to overcome the frictional resistance of a clean hull. Speeds 
approaching the square root of the waterline length in feet (for example, 

6 knots for a 36f waterline) are therefore reasonably easy to achieve. 
(Although above this speed the boat starts to create a wake and bow 
wave, which require much more energy to overcome than the frictional 
resistance that predominates at slower boatspeeds.) 

WHAT LIES BENEATH
Many cruisers will accept a degree of growth on the bottom of their 
boats. Ofen there are sensible reasons for this, since it’s more economi-
cal and saves the hassle of organizing mid-season scrubs. In addition, if 
you’re not looking to win races, where the last 20th of a knot of boat-
speed can make all the diference, a thin layer of slime won’t have much 
impact on passage times.

However, as growth starts to become more frmly established, the 
frictional resistance of the hull rapidly increases, and will eventually 
reach a level at which it prevents a boat reaching speeds anywhere near 

its potential. In fact, in many cases a good 
chunk of the cost of scrub before a long pas-
sage or summer cruise can be ofset by the 
reduction of fuel costs.

Another major source of drag on many 
yachts is a big three-bladed propeller. 
Although a more expensive option, a good 
feathering or folding prop will not only dra-
matically reduce resistance under sail, but 
still ofer excellent efciency under power.

SAIL SHAPE
Careful adjustment of sail shape is funda-
mental in light airs, especially when the 
wind is well forward abeam. Te most P
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common mistake is to trim in a similar manner to stronger winds, which 
invariably results in f at sails and a tight leech. T is all but guarantees it 
will be dif  cult to establish laminar air f ow over the sail, which will, in 
turn, severely reduce boatspeed.

Instead, ease the main outhaul and both halyards a couple of inches to 
create a fuller shape that will deliver more power. It’s also generally help-
ful to set more twist than usual by easing the vang and mainsheet, with 
the twist in the headsail matching that in the main. If you have a traveller 
for the mainsheet, haul this to windward to maintain the correct angle of 
attach. But as you do so be sure you don’t pull the bottom batten of the 
sail above the boat’s centerline.

In super light airs, unless you have a gas vang there may not be enough 
apparent wind to lif  the weight of the boom, resulting in a hard, straight 
leech. If so, take up a little on the topping lif  to achieve the correct 
amount of twist.

If the wind is well forward of abeam, telltales on the leech of the main-
sail at the batten positions will help considerably with sail trim. Ideally 
the lower ones will be constantly streaming, while the upper one will 
stream around 50 percent of the time. If the top telltale never f ies, there’s 
not enough twist, so the sheet and/or vang should be eased to allow the 
leech to go outboard a bit. Conversely if it f ies all the time you will gain a 
marginal benef t by bringing it inboard and reducing the twist.

STEER CAREFULLY
T e golden rule in light airs is to minimize helm movements to avoid 
applying too much rudder angle. While oversteering is arguably less of 
an issue for a 1970s-era f n-and-skeg designs, it’s very important for later 
boats with big spade rudders. When these are pulled through the water at 
an angle they create a huge amount of additional drag that’s akin to leav-
ing the parking brake engaged in your car.

If not close-hauled or well downwind in light airs, it’s of en more 

ef  cient to leave the steering to the autopilot. In these conditions even 
a low-spec model will steer a straighter course than all but the most 
focused crewmembers. T is approach also leaves more time to pay atten-
tion to trimming the sails and adjusting sail shape to suit the changing 
wind angles you’re likely to experience.

UPWIND PROGRESS
It’s of en said that upwind performance doesn’t matter when choosing 
a cruising boat. However, I tend to subscribe to a slightly dif erent view, 
which is that even if you don’t intend to make passages directly to wind-
ward, an ef  cient yacht should still be able to sail fast and comfortably at 
a true wind angle of 55 degrees (as opposed to a boat with a less ef  cient 
rig, sailplan and keel will be tedious, slow and uncomfortable when sail-
ing close-hauled mode at that same angle).

Sailing directly upwind in light airs can be a slow process, thanks to 
the rapidly diminishing power generated by the sails and increased drag 
on the rig as a boat points progressively closer to the wind. Nevertheless, 
it’s of en possible to make good ground on the favored tack before f nally 
motoring upwind to the next waypoint. 

Finally, it’s important to resist the temptation to point too close to the 
wind or to over-sheet your sails, both of which will completely kill speed. 
In many cases the apparent wind angle will need to be 10 or even 15 
degrees lower than in a moderate breeze if you want to keep moving.

DOWNWIND
Sailing deep downwind in light airs is a recipe for going nowhere. T e 
problem is that the faster the boat goes, the more the apparent wind 
speed is reduced. T at’s why racing boats tend to gybe downwind, of en 
doing so through angles of up to 80 degrees. If you use routing sof ware, 
the solutions it of ers should ref ect this fact.

Once there’s 10 knots or more of true wind, this is less of a problem for P
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TWIN HEADSAIL 

ARRANGEMENTS
When setting up a boat for serious of -
shore use, there’s a danger that adding 
equipment for heavy weather will have 
an unnecessary adverse ef ect in light 
airs. Twin headstays with furlers make 
lots of sense in strong winds, but in 
lighter airs it can become impossible to 
tack or gybe the genoa easily.

On boats of less than around 40ft my 
preference is for a removable Dyneema 
Solent stay that leaves the foretriangle 
clear in light airs. On a larger boat, 
the arrangement adopted by Paul and 
Sheryl Shard of the Distant Shores TV 
channel for their new Southerly 480 
is ideal: specifi cally, electric furling for 
the fore headstay, which enables the 
genoa to be quickly and ef ortlessly 
two-thirds furled for a tack.

Careful steering will allow you to 
make the most out of the condtions 
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small boats with spinnakers, and a dead downwind course is ofen the 
best option for a heavy 30- or 35-footer. However, the speed potential of 
larger modern yachts means their most efcient course remains a series 
of broad reaches until the true wind speed approaches 20 knots, when a 
poled-out headsail is usually the best option.

When sailing of the wind try sailing toward wherever there’s breeze, 
although be aware that gusts, lulls and shifs are rarely uniform in strength 
and direction. Te key signs to look for are dark patches on the water, with 
wavelets indicating the true wind direction. Lulls, on the other hand, ap-
pear as less disturbed areas that are lighter in color. Also watch for big wind 
holes and/or gusts in the lee of headlands, tall building, or even just a patch 
of trees. Ofen a wind line will be seen, signifying the border between a 
dead inshore zone and the edge of more reliable breeze ofshore.

SAIL HANDLING SYSTEMS
So far, we’ve not talked about modifcations to a boat or spending money 
on additional equipment. Tat’s because ofen there are many improve-
ments that can be made without buying more kit. However, if sailhan-
dling systems are not slick and efective you won’t be able to readily 
respond to changes in the wind strength and direction.

In light airs the most common problems are associated with excess 
friction preventing a line from paying out when eased. Tis can arise 
from a number of factors, including under-specifed or seized blocks, 
lines that are too large in diameter for their deck hardware and deck 
layouts that route lines around too many unnecessary corners. 

Unfortunately, all too many cruising yachts either have layouts based 
on outdated ideas or have low-grade hardware ftted as original equip-
ment for the sake of economy. Paradoxically, the better systems usually 
ftted to performance cruisers and cruiser-racers tend to make these 
boats easier to handle, despite the greater power of their larger rigs when 
compared to most mainstream cruisers.

It might seem strange to discuss mainsail reefng systems in an article 
about sailing in light airs, but it is relevant. If a boat is set up in such a 
way that it takes fve minutes to reef, you will have a tendency to drop in 
a precautionary reef as soon as there’s a hint the wind might start increas-
ing. While this may appear to be a prudent measure, it will ofen leave 
you foundering along in 8 knots of wind next to a big dark cloud, mak-
ing little progress, yet afraid to shake the reef out. However, there’s no 
reason why any boat under 45f should not be set up so that one person 
can tuck in or shake out a reef in the mainsail within 60-90 seconds. 

LIGHT AIR SAILS
Because a boat’s own forward motion increases the apparent wind when 
reaching in light airs, any increase in the sail area sets of a benefcial 
circle of improvement. Bigger sails make the boat faster, which further 
increases the apparent wind making the boat faster still. With this in 
mind, sail designs that were frst refned on raceboats 20 years ago have 
now been adapted for cruising yachts and can make a huge diference. 

One of the most common of these, the asymmetric spinnaker, 
represents a huge step forward compared to earlier cruising chutes. In 
particular, the dramatically curved luf on a modern A-sail means it will 
not be blanketed by the mainsail until the apparent wind is af of around P
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150 degrees. By contrast, many older cruising chutes will collapse at an 
angle of around 125 degrees. 

Asymmetrics can also be cut to be used with a top-down furler, 
which hugely simplif es sail handling. However, this tends to involve 
a compromise with the amount of luf  curve that can be incorporated 
into the sail, which means they won’t set as far downwind as a sail with 
a conventional snuf er.

Another common racing sail now used by cruisers is the Code 0, 
which maximizes the area available for a reaching sail and can be a 
hugely powerful tool in light airs. On a race boat, Code 0s typically have 
to fulf l the requirements to measure as a spinnaker, which means they 
are cut with excess cloth on the leech. However, this isn’t needed for a 
cruising Code 0. Two other advantages of Code 0s are that they are super 
easy to handle thanks to their furling systems, and they can can’t form an 
hourglass or wrap around the forestay, in the same way as a conventional 
nylon spinnaker.

Although it’s possible to spend large sums of money on these sails, 
discarded racing sails will of en do the job for budget-conscious cruis-

ers. To be competitive, racers need 
to use their kites even when it’s 
blowing hard, but the biggest gains 
for cruising yachts are in gentle 
conditions, with the apparent 
wind under 10 knots. T e much-
repaired big asymmetric spinnaker 
on my 30f  boat, for example, is a 
castof  from a J/80 sportboat that 
cost me less than $200 a decade 
ago. Similarly, an old racing Code 
0 with a damaged leech—the part 
that invariably fails f rst—can of en 
have the weakened area cut away 
for use as a cruising sail.

I also have a similarly sized symmetric kite that makes it possible to 
make good speed dead downwind, with the main boom appropriately 
secured using a preventer, in apparent wind speeds of only 7-8 knots. 
These two sails mean that, even in a region with predominantly light 
airs, I can cover roughly 1,000 miles in a season without using more 
than around 15 gallons of fuel. 

ROUTING SOFTWARE
Routing software can shave a significant amount of time off many 

passages and also help identify the optimum 
time to leave port. Note, though, that once 
your GRIB files start showing significantly 
less than 8 knots of breeze, the accuracy of 
their routing can be significantly reduced. 
This is especially true for boats that sail at 
the same speed as the true wind on a reach 
in light airs, but are significantly slower on 
other points of sail.

T at said, there are now many f ne-grained 
models that include the ef ects of shorelines 
and islands, making them a valuable resource 
for a passage that will include areas of light 
winds. T is kind of sof ware is also becoming 
ever more accessible, with companies such as 
PredictWind, SailGrib and Fast Seas all of er-
ing various low-cost, or even free options. s

Rupert Holmes has 80,000 miles of of shore 

experience, including racing doublehanded around 

Britain and across the Atlantic. He has also cruised 

from New Zealand around Cape Horn to the Beagle 

Channel and on to the Falklands P
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ON DECK SAIL TRIM

LIGHT-AIR TIPS
• Don’t pinch, oversheet 
or oversteer

• Keep the bottom as 
clean as possible

• Eliminate unnecessary 
friction

• Adjust your speed ex-
pectations

• Analyze the forecast 
carefully

• Watch for gusts and lulls

• Set up easy reefi ng

• Buy light airs sails

Code 0s are 

another great way 

to keep moving

Friction is not 

your friend; make 
sure all blocks 

and tracks are in 
good order
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Budget Satcoms
If you want to stay permanently connected when sailing 
of shore, satellite communication is the only way to go. The 
options for sailors have never been better By Duncan Kent

M
odern satcom devices and net-
work airtime costs have dropped 
in price recently as more “birds” 
are launched and more constella-

tions are created. T is has resulted in several 
low-cost voice and data, or data-only, commu-
nicators being made available to the budget-
conscious sailor.

Some systems allow the user to connect a 
smartphone or tablet to the Internet for both 
voice and data services; others simply transmit 
tracking data back to pre-determined contacts 
back home, via SMS or email. Either way, they 
are becoming a good deal more user-friendly, 
both in setting-up and in operation, although 
you need to study the small print of the service 
agreements carefully as there are numerous 
“extras” you can be charged for. Some provid-
ers of er a Pay-as-you-Go service, but many 
monthly airtime contracts involve signing up 
for a minimum of a year to get the best rates.

SHOUT NANO
T e Shout Nano is a handheld, global, two-

way satellite messaging and personal tracking 
device that utilizes Iridium’s SBD service to 
provide GPS location, free text messaging and 
emergency alerting. Being a two-way device 
means alerts can be conf rmed and details of 
the emergency sent and updated in detail.

The Nano can be used to send a quick 
“check in” manually, with one button press. 
However, being equipped with a high-resolu-
tion color LCD and an on-screen keyboard, 
both “canned” (predesignated and stored) 
and free text messages can be transmitted. 
It can also be set to automatically “wake up” 
periodically and send a position report to a 
designated monitoring center. 

Having a 1.95Ah rechargeable Li-Ion bat-
tery and ultra-low power consumption (less 
than 35mA asleep) means it can send a position 
report every 10 minutes, over more than 10 days, 
on one charge.

T e system also has a covered emergency 
button at the back that, when pressed, will send 
a distress alert to a pre-programmed contact. 
nalresearch.com

ELECTRONICS
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With today’s 
technology it’s cheap 

and easy to stay in 
touch from anywhere

SHOUT NANO
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MAZU/SKYMATE MSERIES
Mazu is an iPad app that, when connected 
wirelessly to SkyMate mSeries satcom hard-
ware, of ers a comprehensive choice of data-
only features, including e-mail, SMS, SOS, 
weather, navigation and remote tracking. It has 
no voice-carrying capabilities, however, and is 
currently only available for the iPad. 

The Mazu app relies on other compo-
nents to make it function, primarily the 
SkyMate ISI-2000 system interface, which 
also provides Wi-Fi access for the tablet. 
It also requires a compact, external Smart 
Antenna containing an Iridium SBD (Short 
Data Burst) transceiver and GPS receiver. 
Finally, the system includes a four-button 
keypad for alerts and SOS signaling. All these 
components (except the iPad) can be bought 
together in the mSeries package, with all nec-
essary cables and installation instructions.

T e SkyMate module collects data from your 
vessel’s instrument network, so you can not 
only be tracked easily, but boat data, such as 
position, speed and heading, can be transmitted 
using SMS or e-mail via an externally-mounted 
satellite transceiver such as the Mazu Smart 
Antenna. T e beauty of the Mazu app is that 

it integrates SkyMate with your regular e-mail 
client, so once the new account has been set up 
you’ll receive e-mail just as if you were connect-
ed directly to the Internet ashore. You can also 
keep a blog on SkyMate’s website, for all your 
family and friends to follow your progress.

In an emergency, a dedicated SOS button 
procedure allows the user to send a distress alert 
directly to the GEOS rescue network, as well as 
alerting certain pre-designated contacts by SMS.

T e app can also handle weather data, in-
cluding GRIB f les, for up to seven days ahead, 
plus seven-day point forecasts, live buoy data, 
NEXRAD radar images, NOAA zone forecasts, 
weather alerts and tropical storm information.

An additional option is the 16-channel Sen-
try monitoring kit (+$250), for those who wish 
to remotely monitor their boat’s position, and 
alarms such as intruder, anchor drag, bilge level 
and battery voltage. Power for the hardware is 
12/24V and standby consumption only 4W.

Once you’ve bought the app and all the 
required hardware, you’ll need to sign up to 
one of the many connection plans, starting at 
$39.99 per month. T e Sentry remote monitor-
ing package is an additional $10 per month. 
mazu-marine.com

MAKE MODEL DEVICE $ NETWORK PROOF SOS GPS TRACK SMS EMAIL VOX WX CHARTS MONITOR APP BLOG

Mazu mSeries $995.00 Iridium IP65 Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y +$10mo Y Y

Iridium Go! $765.00 Iridium IP65 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y N

In-Reach Explorer+ $450.00 Iridium IP67 Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N Y

SPOT Gen3 $169.95 Globalstar IP67 Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N Y

SHOUT Nano $895.00 Iridium IP65 Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N 

SATcase SATcase $1799.00 Iridium IP68 Y Y N Y Y Y Y N N Y N

AIRTIME
In a similar fashion to cellphone airtime 
packages, working out the optimum 
satellite airtime package for your device 
is about as easy as knitting jello. There 
are a number of aspects you should 
consider carefully before you sign up to 
any package:
• Is the plan for global access?
• What is the initial activation fee?
• Is there an annual fee?
• Prepaid or subscription package?
• How long do the prepaid credits last?
• What is the subscription term?
• What charges for data/voice/text above 
your subscription limit?
• Is there an airtime rollover option?

Whatever package you choose, fl ex-
ibility is key, especially if you’re not sure 
at fi rst how much airtime you’ll actu-
ally need. Though there’s often a small 
charge, it could be worth selecting a 
rollover option whereby any unused 
minutes get tagged onto the following 
month’s allowance.

MAZU/SkyMate
mSeries

SATcase

GARMIN 
IN-REACH 
EXPLORER+
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IRIDIUM GO!

Iridium has been providing a relatively low-
cost satcom service to sailors and travelers for 
a couple of decades. Not only does it provide a 
choice of portable phones capable of voice and 
data transmission, but its new Wi-Fi data/voice 
module, Iridium Go! is also proving extremely 
popular. It works just like a Wi-Fi wireless router 
in that it provides a hotspot to which up to f ve 
devices, such as smartphones and tablets, can 
connect wirelessly, within a range of 100 feet. 
T e module then enables access to the Internet 
via its constellation of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
satellites, using the SBD method to transmit data 
in the most economical way. It can also provide 
voice connection through the same terminal.

T is rugged, pocket-sized, portable unit is pow-
ered by a 3.6Ah rechargeable battery pack and 
comes with USB, 12Vdc and 110Vac chargers.

Two levels of service are available, although 
the most useful to cruising sailors is the 
Iridium Mail and Web option, which provides 
fast, queued e-mail, pop-up/ad blocker and 
data compression to speed up transmission.

Airtime is monthly with a minimum of three 
months, and the cost depends on whether you want 
data alone, or voice and data. iridium.com

GARMIN IN-REACH EXPLORER+

Originally the Delorme inReach, Garmin’s in-
Reach Explorer+ combines two-way messaging, 
SOS alerting and vessel tracking abilities, using 
the Iridium LEO satellite network. In addition, 
it features pre-loaded charts with onscreen GPS 
routing and a built-in digital compass, baro-
metric altimeter and accelerometer.

Although the unit was originally intended as a 

terrestrial location device, Garmin has expanded 
its capabilities to ensure it can become an essen-
tial part of a sea-going vessel’s safety inventory. 
You can also now pair an iOS or Android device 
with the inReach Explorer+ and, using Garmin’s 
EarthMate app, have access to downloadable 
maps and send messages using the mobile de-
vice’s own keyboard.

T e Explorer+ not only allows the user to 
automatically send tracking information to third 
parties via a web-based mapping facility, but it 
also enables data such as e-mail and SMS to be 
transmitted and received at any time, making 
it easy for those on ocean crossings to keep in 
touch with family, friends or work. 

In an emergency the user can send a distress 
call to the GEOS global rescue response center 
by simply pressing an SOS button, in a similar 
fashion to an EPIRB or PLB. Once the covered 
SOS button is pushed and held down for f ve 
seconds your GPS co-ordinates will be automati-
cally transmitted every two minutes until you 
cancel the alert. 

T e Explorer will also let you download 
weather forecasts for your 
current location and for your 
intended destination.

As with all satcom systems, 
an active airtime subscrip-
tion is required. Depending 
on your usage level, you can 
opt for an annual contract 
package or f exible monthly 
airtime plan.

Included in the inReach 
subscription is access to an 
online account from where 
you can manage device set-
tings and contacts, pre-set 
messages, MapShare settings 
and billing. You can also link 
to social media accounts, 
setup waypoints and routes 

and upgrade f rmware. garmin.com

SPOT GEN3

SPOT devices use the Globalstar satellite 
network, which is more limited in its coverage, 
having fewer satellites over the oceans than the 
Iridium network. However, as a basic, low-
cost, data-only signaling and tracking device it 
appears to be growing in popularity among the 
cruising fraternity.

As with the other units, the SPOT Gen3 has 
an SOS button to alert the GEOS rescue authori-
ties in an emergency. Family and friends can also 

follow your progress online using a SPOT Share 
Page, which you can pre-set to automatically 
update your track every 5, 10, 30 or 60 minutes. 
T ere is also a “Check In” facility, whereby you 
can send up to 10 registered contacts a pre-
programmed text message or e-mail with your 
GPS coordinates, along with a link to your GPS 
position, which will be retained for later reference 
and/or integrated into a SPOT Shared Page or so-
cial network such as Facebook, Twitter or a SPOT 
Adventure account. f ndmespot.com

SATCASE

Another method of keeping in contact while at 
sea is by using a GSM to Iridium cell-to-satel-
lite converter, in the form of a simple case for 
your iPhone (6+) or Android smartphone.

T e SATcase is similar to any ruggedized 
smartphone case with a hardened, clear panel 
on the front, through which you access the 
touchscreen. T e big dif erence is this case has 
satcom technology built in, so not only does it 
protect your device from physical damage and 
f uids, it also converts a standard cellphone 
into a satphone using a Bluetooth connection, 
rather than plugs and/or cables. 

T e SATcase comes with its own Iridium SIM 
card, so all you have to do is sign up to your 
chosen Iridium airtime plan. T en you simply 
download the SATcase app and pair your phone 
with the case, af er which you can operate the 
phone as normal with all your phone’s contact 
details remaining the same.

Like all these devices, the SATcase has a 
guarded SOS button that when pressed, acti-
vates a distress call, sending a distress message 
and your GPS position to rescue services.

T e SATcase has its own battery, and plug-
ging a charger into it charges both the phone 
and case battery together. satcase.com s

ON DECK ELECTRONICS

IRIDIUM GO!

SPOT GEN3
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TOOLED UP
No boat is complete without a good toolkit By Tom Hale

W
hen my wife, Christina, and I 
set of  for fulltime cruising, we 
sold our house and got rid of a 
generation’s worth of stuf .  It 

was tough, but we got it done.  
T e hardest part was letting go of the tools I 

had gathered and used over a lifetime of build-
ing and repairing boats. Table saws, a bandsaw, 
planers and a drill press would not f t in a 40f  

boat. As painful as it was, we f nally pared the 
tool collection down to the minimum. It all f ts 
into a f ve-drawer toolbox and three extraneous 
tackleboxes. Plus, we have a few odds and ends 
in critical places—the tools for routine generator 
service, for example, are in a box near the gen-
erator, while tools for routine dinghy service are 
in a waterproof bag by the cabin door with the 
lifejackets. I’m quite sure that my onboard tools 

now weigh less than 500lb—maybe! 
T e number and type of tools you should 

carry depends on what size boat you are sail-
ing, where you are going, and what skills and 
abilities you have. What you need on a 30f  
weekender is not the same as what you need on 
a 45f  ocean cruiser. 

Here is a list of tools for you to consider. If you 
primarily daysail close to home, you need very few 
tools. If you do weekend cruising, you need a basic 
tool kit, but no more. As your skill increases and 
you cruise farther from home, however, you will 
need and acquire more tools. Among other things, 
any job goes faster with the proper tools, and in the 
end, you save money and time by buying the tools 
you need to do the job right.  P
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Any job goes faster 

when you have the 

right tools
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THE BARE ESSENTIALS
Let’s assume you are putting together a basic 
toolkit for a new-to-you boat. You’re likely to 
have many of these items from working around 
your house or your vehicle.
t Tree straight-slot and three Philips-head 
screwdrivers of diferent sizes; screwdriver 
blades are designed to ft specifc screw slots; 
same with Philips-head screwdrivers, which ft 
specifc sizes of screw head   
t Sets of open-end and box-end wenches and 
sockets in both SAE and Metric sizes
t Nut drivers (very handy when working with 
hose clamps) 
t Hacksaw and spare blades
t Hammer (ball peen)

t Channel-locks (large and small sizes)
t Vice-grip pliers (large and small)
t Needle-nose pliers and diagonal cutters
t Crescent wrenches—two large ones to help 
you adjust your turnbuckles
Now you have a tool kit that will cope with most 
mechanical issues on your boat, and which you 
can build on according to your needs. 

BETTER THAN BASIC
When you’re going farther afeld and need to be 
more self-sufcient, there are many tools that 
will not be used ofen, but will be invaluable 
when they’re needed.
t Electric drill with charger, spare battery pack 
and a full drill index, screwdriver bits and a 

countersink; since you won’t use this tool too 
ofen, be sure to always keep one battery charged 
t Digital volt and ohmmeter, and a copy of a 
basic guide to electrical systems, such as Nigel 
Calder’s Boat Owners Electrical and Mechanical 

Manual

t Infrared pyrometer, aka laser temperature 
gun, to help troubleshoot engine issues by 
monitoring the temperature of the exhaust 
system and other components
t Clamp-on ammeter, a great tool for diagnosing 
engine-starter problems and checking for AC 
current leakage through your shore power cord
t Refractometer or hygrometer for checking 
the condition of wet cell batteries (also keep a 
gallon of distilled water handy)P
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multimeter, 

thermometer, 

label gun

Buy a strong cordless drill and plenty of bits

Seldom-used, but 

essential...

A well-stocked electrical toolbox

You need a good selection of 

screwdrivers and nut drivers
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t Vacuum tank for changing oil for the engine, 
transmission and the outboard 
t Drill pump for changing oil and emptying the 
engine drip pan 
t Camera: before you start any work on an elec-
trical or mechanical system, take a few pictures 
of what the system looks like before you start 
removing pieces, especially if it is a complicated 
repair requiring substantial disassembly
t A good headlamp
t Propane/butane torch for loosening tight 
metal joints
t Label maker for identifying all sorts of com-
ponents, wires fuses etc.; an underutilized and 
very important piece of kit
t Smartphone endoscope camera, which allows 
you to see under and around tanks and under 
the engine; especially handy for f nding leaks in 
the rudder stuf  ng box  
t Handheld vacuum cleaner for cleaning dust 
and debris so it does not get into the bilge 

LOTIONS AND POTIONS
In addition to these tools, you will also need a 

selection of f uids and greases for various appli-
cations, and to keep things running smoothly 
in general. Here’s what’s in my toolbox.
t CRC 6-56 or WD-40 for water dispersion and 
light lubrication 
t Leak Lock for threaded f ttings in non-petole-
um systems  
t Locktite 363 for threads in fuel and hydraulic 
systems where you should not use Tef on tape.
t Waterproof grease, such as trailer bear-
ing grease or Vaseline: a light application on 

the threads of your fuel tank f ll will seal the 
threads against water intrusion and prevent the 
cap from becoming frozen due to corrosion 
t Anti-seize Tef-Gel or Lanocote to protect 
against corrosion where stainless fasteners pass 
through aluminum parts  
t Silicone grease or some other type of dielectric 
grease to keep exterior electrical connections and 
shore power cord f ttings dry and corrosion-free  
t Kopr Shield conductive grease for battery 
connections and to seal engine zincs P
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Sailors will always fi nd a use for a hot knife Stock up on lotions and potions

U.S.C.G. APPROVED FLARES ARE THE 
MOST EFFECTIVE & RECOGNIZED 

DISTRESS SIGNALS, DAY OR NIGHT

Different Situations Require

Different Types of Distress Signals

Long distance aerial flares (ALERT SIGNALS) and short distance 

(3 miles or less) handheld flares (LOCATE SIGNALS)  

are the brightest and most dynamic signals when rescuers  

have been sighted.

For passive, long duration signaling (when you aren’t sure who 

is out there), consider the Electronic SOS Beacon. Experienced 

boaters carry an assortment and Orion has them all!

Visit our website: www.orionsignals.com 

for additional information.

AVAILABLE AT: West Marine, Walmart, Bass Pro, Academy,

Cabelas & Marine Dealers Nationwide.��������������������������������
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Made in USAMade in USA

Different emergency situations require different types of signals. Consider adding Orion Alert Signals 
(aerial flares) along with an Orion long duration electronic beacon to your assortment.

Refer to Sighting Chart on back.



BITS AND PIECES
So you thought that was it? Not yet. No boat is complete is complete with-
out a set of fshing tackle boxes to help you keep small, but essential things 
like electrical connectors and fasteners organized. Tese also let you easily 
assess your inventory, so you can restock as needed rather than running out 
of parts when you are in the middle of a project. Here’s what I have in my 
box collection.
t Electrical box: contains a selection of wire terminals, butt connectors 
and heat-shrink tubing along with a wire stripper and ratcheting wire 
crimper.  
t Plumbing box: stock it with a wide variety of hose clamps and 
plumbing fttings to match your boat’s plumbing.
t Fastener boxes: one for screws and another for nuts and bolts. You can 
scan your inventory and restock as needed rather than fnding that you 
do not have the screw you need.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR TOOLS
Over time you will gradually acquire a lot of tools. Te basic tools must be 
readily accessible, while others can be stored away or buried in a locker. As 
your are doing so, however, be sure that they are not going to get wet there. 
Remember, salt is the enemy of tools as well as boats in general. 

Afer using your tools, spray any steel ones with WD-40 or CRC 
6-56. In addition, here is trick for taking care of your tools when 
changing the raw water impeller. First spray the area around the water 
pump with water dispersant oil spray. Change the impeller. When 
done, wash the entire area around the water pump and any tools used 
with freshwater. Afer that, dry the area and any tools you used with 
a water-dispersant oil. As a general rule, any time you have your tool 
box out, check all the tools and lubricate any which are showing rust. 

While you’re at it, be sure to keep your tools organized. A bucket of 
miscellaneous tools is an inefcient system, to say the least. Also, be sure 
to replace all broken or lost tools. If you lose your ½in box wrench, it 
might be tempting to  grab a crescent wrench or a pair of pliers the next 
time  you want to loosen a ½in nut. However,  you may also discover, as 
I have, that a crescent wrench is also a great tool for rounding of a nut’s 
shoulders. Again, replace all broken or lost tools at the frst opportunity. 
Tere are few things worse than needing a tool you do not have. s

Full-time cruiser Tom Hale has spent his life around boats and boatyards

Oil change 
kit and a drill 

pump—you’ll 
use both
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DON CASEY HAS WRITTEN MANY 

BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON MARINE 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

NIGEL CALDER IS AN AUTHOR AND 

EXPERT ON BOAT SYSTEMS AND 

DIESEL ENGINES

BRIAN HANCOCK IS A SAILMAKER, 

WHITBREAD RACE VETERAN AND 

CREATOR OF GREATCIRCLESAILS.COM

GORDON WEST IS AN ELECTRONICS 

EXPERT WHO SPECIALIZES IN RADIO 
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WHY DO DIESELS LIKE HARD WORK?
Q: I keep hearing that diesel engines “like” to be worked hard. I also 
understand that it can be a problem only using an auxiliary for brief 
periods, like just going in and out of a marina, as opposed to prolonged 
periods. Why is this? How much should a diesel be run to keep it in 
good shape, and what can a daysailer like me do to make sure I get in 
the right amount of run time?

— Scott Henderson, Houston, TX

NIGEL CALDER REPLIES 
When a diesel engine is f rst warmed up, it is considerably less 
ef  cient than when it has fully warmed, especially if run at 

low power levels, such as when maneuvering in harbor, battery-charg-
ing at anchor or running a generator with light loads. Less ef  ciency 
plus cool engine surfaces result in poor fuel combustion, which trans-

lates into carbon. T is carbon then plugs piston rings in their grooves, 
lowering compression ratios, and also plates out on valves and through-
out the exhaust system. Both things are really bad for the engine.

 Any time you crank a diesel, you should aim to put a respectable load 
on it as soon as possible and to maintain that load until the engine is fully 
warmed up. Unfortunately, because it takes very little energy to move our 
boats at slow speeds, we can’t create much of a load until clear of a harbor. 
T e keys are to avoid unnecessary dockside idling, get clear of the harbor 
as soon as possible and then, at least once every few times in and out of 
your slip, run the engine at around two thirds throttle or higher for at least 
10 or 15 minutes. T is will help to minimize any carbon formation.

 If in doubt about your operating practices, pull the exhaust hose 
off the back of the engine and look in the exhaust elbow. If there is a 
carbon crust baked on in there you are not running the engine nearly 
hard enough.

BOAT WORKS ASK SAIL

Simply motoring in and out of a slip is not enough 

use to keep your diesel engine working well
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POWERING THROUGH CHOP
Q: I own a 1983 Catalina 25 with the original 
Evinrude 9.9 long-shaf  electric-start motor. 
T e motor has been well maintained by my 
local boatyard. I use the boat exclusively on 
Lake Erie, and the motor drives the boat quite 
well in one to two-foot waves.  However, 
Lake Erie is very shallow, and when the wind 
picks up and the waves reach two to four feet 
they become very choppy and start coming 
from dif erent confusing directions. T en the 
motor under-performs. It doesn’t seem to 
have enough drive/thrust to power through 
the waves, and I lose 1-2 knots of speed ac-
cordingly on the larger waves. Would a 9.9 
high-thrust outboard perform better in these 
conditions? Or do you have other options 
that might improve the performance of by 
boat on choppy Lake Erie? 

— Ron Toivonen, Concord Township, OH

DON CASEY REPLIES 
I am not sure you have a problem 
that has a solution. Punching a 

displacement hull into waves will always 
slow it down. Outboard kickers also suffer 
from the hobby-horsing motion, losing 
water volume to push against. If your prop 
is staying submerged, additional thrust can 
have some offsetting effect. Rather than a 
new outboard, determine the pitch of your 
existing prop and see if a lower-pitch prop 
is available. Better still, fit your old Evin-
rude with a “high thrust” four blade prop: 
probably a 10 x 7. This will give you more 
thrust to punch through waves, but at the 
cost of higher rpm for the same speed in 
smooth conditions.

A BATTERY FOR RC WORK
Q: I have a small Catalina, and I am replac-
ing the engine starting battery. I do a lot of 
race committee work, too, so can I install a 
deep cycle battery to serve both engine start-
ing as well as running the race committee 
electronics all day at anchor?  

— B. Hathaway, Chicago, IL  

GORDON WEST REPLIES 
Yes. A starting battery may deliver 
hundreds of amps over a short 

period of time coming of  the outer surface 
of multiple plates. But a deep-cycle bat-

tery, to keep your electronics running for a 
long period of time, will have thicker plates 
to continue to power your circuits over a 
longer period of time than the starting bat-
tery. Battery expert Don Ross reports, “A 
deep-cycle battery may be used for engine 
starting, but a starting battery should not 
be used for regular continuous deep-cycle 
applications.” So, go with a heavy deep-cycle 
battery, and you will be set for both starting 
and running your electronics for the regatta. 
As you are doing so, keep an eye on the volt 
meter, and when you get down to 12.2 volts 
DC, f re up the engine for a fast recharge.   

IS MY SAIL ANY GOOD?
Q: I’ve been looking at the sail inventory 
I’ve accumulated over the last 20 years from 
sailboats I’ve bought. Many of these sails 
are still useful. However, I’m stumped on 
how to evaluate a laminated headsail I have. 
It is crinkled and has some dirt, but unlike 
Dacron it can’t be evaluated by a needle 
pushed through the fabric and rotated. I 
would like to know how to determine the 
residual strength of the fabric.

— Nelson Baker, Annapolis, MD

BRIAN HANCOCK REPLIES
Here is the problem with these 
kinds of sails. If there is some 

delamination, especially in high-load areas 
like the clew or the head, you may have a 
problem. However, most sails, even those 
that are near the end of their life, are still 
fine if used in fairly stable conditions. You 
can even press them past their upper wind 
range, although it may all end in tears if 
there is any kind of shock loading—like the 
sail collapsing because the helmsman is not 
paying attention and then the sail suddenly 
flogs a little, there’s a big bang and then 
it’s all over red rover. If there is delamina-
tion near the middle of the sail, then no 
worries. That’s a low-load area. I like to say 
you should measure the life of a sail by how 
long it holds its shape and not just by how 
long it holds together. With that in mind, if 
the sail shape is blown out, chuck it out. If 
it still looks OK, though, then go for it until 
it lets you know that its time is up. Then 
donate the fabric to one of those companies 
that make cool bags out of old sails. s

Got a question for our experts? Send 
it to sailmail@sailmagazine.com
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A catamaran crew
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FREE
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i50/i60 Instrument System Package 
• Razor sharp LCD with extra large digits
• Complete depth, speed, wind system  with transducers
• Same footprint as Raymarine ST50 and  ST60 instruments
• SeaTalk, SeaTalkng and NMEA 2000-compatible interfaces

Item 259422 . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Low Price $1142.99

MLX High Tech Line
• Lightweight, core-dependent 

 line that has excellent  

 strength and low stretch

• Bridges the gap in  

 performance characteristics and 

 price between traditional and  

 high performance fbers

Starting at

99¢/foot

VX1 Windlasses 
• 12 Volt DC
• Motor range 300 & 500W
• Robust worm wheel gearbox
• For boats up to 40’
• Stylish stainless steel and composite construction
• 2 models available for calibrated chain 1/4” or 5/16”

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Starting at $730.99
 FREE Lewmar anchor swivel and a FREE Lewmar insulated
 tumbler when you purchase a select Lewmar VX-1 Windlass
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Frigoboat & Vitrifrigo Refrigeration

T e #1 Choice to keep your cool

Ask the 

Experts! www.CoastalClimateControl.com
info@coastalclimatecontrol.com   
301.352.5738 
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The Feathering Prop For An Easier, 

More Enjoyable Sail

877.227.2473  I  252.249.2473  I  betamarinenc.com

For better performance!

BETA MARINE US LTD

Jprop uses only helical 

(continuously engaged) gears

The blades will have 

identical pitch at all times

Fits all shafts 

& saildrives

Available in 2, 3 & 4 

blade versions

Imported & Distributed By

Now 2X 

More 

Teeth!

CALL US TODAY

401-847-7960
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62A Ballou Blvd, Bristol, RI 02809

Kong manufactures 

some of the world’s 

best climbing, 

rescue, and safety 

equipment in its 

factory in Italy. Made 

to world class 

standards, trust 

Kong products for 

your safety and 

security offshore.
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Taha’a & Raiatea
Slow down—paradise is right here By Zuzana Prochazka

A
h, Tahiti! Even the sound of the 
word elicits thoughts of heaven on 
earth—a Polynesian paradise and a 
bucket list cruise to talk about for 

years. Most people are lucky to come here once 
in a lifetime, so I have to wonder why charter-
ers are always in such a hurry to get their boat 
in Raiatea and press on to exotic Bora Bora or 
remote Huahine. You’re here. Stop and smell 
the tiare f owers before setting sail to elsewhere.

Raiatea, the “Sacred Island,” is a 50-minute 
f ight from Papeete and the departure point 
for all bareboat charters from Sunsail, Tahiti 
Yacht Charter, T e Moorings and Dream 
Yacht Charter. Raiatea and Taha’a Island share 
a fringing reef, so it’s easy to stay in protected 
waters on the f rst day or two while you get 
your sea legs and learn the idiosyncrasies of the 
boat before heading out one of the many passes 
on all sides.

A circumnavigation of Raiatea will bring you 
to some hidden gems like Naonao Island at the 
southern tip, a perfect motu that you can kayak 
around, or Faaroa Bay where you can SUP on 
an Indiana Jones-esque river f anked by taro 
f elds. Here, the paddling is usually calm as you 
f oat along, surrounded by bushes of exotic 
f owers, their scent hanging heavy in the still 

air. At times, the river gets so narrow and shal-
low that you may have to “get out and walk,” 
pulling the board behind you.

Nearby is Onoa Bay and Marae Ta-
putapuatea, one of the largest spiritual sites 
in French Polynesia. Many of the stone 
temple outlines have been rebuilt, so a stroll 
through will give you an idea of the civiliza-
tion that ruled here a thousand years ago. 

Two hours north from the charter bases is 
Hurepiti Bay on Taha’a, the “Vanilla Island.” 
Here, Alain and Christina Plantier run a 
great land tour on a 4x4. The couple sailed 
their 32ft plywood catamaran to Tahiti from 
France 45 years ago and built a Robinson 
Crusoe-like homestead that shows off every 
kind of plant and flower Tahiti has to offer— 
including many different colors of tiare.

 Alain is a trained botanist who ran a vanilla 
farm for years, and his encyclopedic knowl-
edge of the f ora of Tahiti is mindboggling. His 
four-hour tour includes a stop to feed coconuts 
to chickens (they’re crazy for the stuf ) and 
an extensive lesson on vanilla pollination. In 
season, Alain also serves up noni juice, the fruit 
of a tree in the cof ee family, purported to be a 
miracle cure and a fountain of youth. Beware, 
though, the stuf  tastes like a mix of laundry 

water and boiled sweat 
socks. Bottoms up! 

Taha’a is black pearl 
central, so a visit to a “farm,” 
like Champon, is a must. 
Nobody gets away from a pearl 
display case without being a few Poly-
nesian francs lighter. T ese little round wonders 
are hypnotic and unique to this part of the 
world, so you can’t possibly leave without one.

T e western side of the long reef of ers 
phenomenal sunset views of Bora Bora in the 
distance. Le Taha’a Resort, with its picturesque 
(and expensive) over-water bungalows, makes 
for great photos too. In fact, the whole place 
can’t take a bad picture. Even the coral in the 
nearby pass is photogenic. Just beware the zippy 
current as you snorkel through the pass, and un-
less you have tough feet, bring your reef shoes.

In any other part of the world, Taha’a and 
Raiatea would be a draw in themselves, so 
they’re worth a slow careful exploration. If 
you’re lucky enough to tick Tahiti off the 
bucket list, well, you’re lucky enough. So 
adjust your pace, look around and take in the 
beauty before sailing on to someplace else. I 
mean, what’s your hurry? The bucket list is 
all around you. s

CHARTER COMPANIES
Sunsail sunsail.com

T e Moorings moorings.com

Dream Yacht Charter dreamyachtcharter.com

SAIL AWAY CHARTER NEWS

Sparkling blue waters are just one of 
Tahiti’s many delights (right); black 
pearls from Taha’a (inset)
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THE OCEANS HOLD ABOUT 96.5% OF ALL THE EARTH’S WATER
Answer The Call of Exotic Ports Across The World, In Your Own Style And Budget

Let Our Worldwide Network Of Charter Yachts Take You There

“Blue Star” 63’ Hylas Sailing Yacht
Booking Summer now for New England. Sleeps 6 guests 

in 3 staterooms. Weekly Rate: $19,000 plus expenses.

“Sterling” 2014 56’ Lagoon
Summer of 2018 – Bahamas

Winter of 2018/19 – Bahamas & Caribbean. Weekly rates (all 

inclusive): 2 Guests - $23,500, 4 Guests - $24,500, 6 Guests - 

$25,500. Holiday rate (all inclusive): $28,500

CHARTER     MANAGEMENT

SALES    FINANCING

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

INSURANCE

1200 W. Retta Esplanade #43

Punta Gorda, FL 33950

941-639-7777   886-375-5782

www.pieroneyachtsales.com

info@pieroneyachtsales.com

FT. LAUDERDALE

PUNTA GORDA

954-258-9799   888-208-0070

www.pieroneyachtcharters.com

info@pieroneyachtcharters.com



Sail the 
Virgins
6WUHVV�)UHH�&KDUWHUV�

0DNLQJ�0HPRULHV�

)DPLO\�2ZQHG�

6LQFH������

U.S., British & Spanish Virgin Islands

&DWDPDUDQV�O�0RQRKXOOV�O�%DUHERDW�O�6NLSSHUHG

5HVHUYDWLRQV��8�6��	�&DQDGD���������������_�ΖQWHUQDWLRQDO��������������

CYOA Yacht Charters   )UHQFKWRZQ�0DULQD�O�6W��7KRPDV�869Ζ�_�HPDLO��LQIR#F\RDFKDUWHUV�FRP�O�F\RDFKDUWHUV�FRP

Since 1983 ASA schools have taught over 500,000 people to sail and have awarded 
CNOQUV�����������EGTVKƂECVKQPU�VQ�XCTKQWU�NGXGNU�QH�CFXCPEGF�UCKNKPI�RTQƂEKGPE[�

Leader in Sailing Education Since 1983
Fun Really Does Start at ASA.com

The Best Way to Learn How To Sail

Since 1983 ASA schools have taught over 500,000 people to sail and have awarded almost 
1,000,000 certifcations to various levels of advanced sailing profciency.

Thirty-fve years ago a handful of passionate sailors started American Sailing Association 
certifying 137 sailors that frst year. Today ASA is the largest and most respected keelboat 
training system in the world with over seven thousand certifed instructors and three hundred 
schools in the U.S.A., and an additional ffty schools distributed throughout the world. 

With your help we can do so much more!  The oceans are drowning in plastic and the 
government wants to regulate boating.  You can help us make a diference by joining ASA.  
We must work together to help keep the oceans clean and to keep sail training fun, safe and 
accessible.  

Become an ASA member and meet like-minded people who enjoy the same things you do.  
Take some fun sailing lessons, charter a boat, go on a fotilla and just have fun. 

Join Now!  ASA.com/membership

What A Remarkable Achievement!



Since 1989!

888.784.8461/ 954.763.8464
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• Breaking Sailing News  • Coastal & Bluewater Cruising 
• Fascinating Videos  • The Latest Electronics & Gear 
• Captivating Images  • America's Cup Coverage

All sailing all the time



A Great Charter Experience 
is Truly the Reward of a 
Superior Sailing Education!

Would you like to set a course for the sailing destinations of your dreams but need more experience? If so, take our 104 
Bareboat Cruising certifcation course and acquire our corresponding International Profciency Certifcate (IPC) at one 
of ASA’s 350 afliated sailing schools worldwide.

Our 104 Bareboat Cruising course is anchored by a comprehensive, critically acclaimed Bareboat Cruising Made Easy
book chocked full of state-of-the-art graphics and beautiful photography. Cruising World Magazine calls it,
“The standard by which all other bareboat charters books should be judged.”
$39.95 now including shipping at ASA.com/store

The Best Chartering Book Ever Published
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BAR EBOAT 

THE OFFICIAL MANUAL FOR THE ASA BAREBOAT CRUISING COURSE

Leader in Sailing Education Since 1983

ASA's International Profciency CertifcationASA s International Profciency Certifcation
If you believe you already have the experience to pass the 104 exam, just go to one of 
ASA’s afliated sailing schools and take the test.  To charter in Greece, Croatia or many other 
European ports of call you MUST obtain an IPC. 

$39 with proof of ASA 104 certifcation at asa.com/ipc

The Fun Starts Here! ASA.com

Find Your Perfect Boat at FindMyCharter.com 

BYC has the best fl eet of NEW Jeanneau models anywhere in the USA.  This means easier, faster, and more fun sailing.  And 

more comfortable for you and your family.  Our fl eet consists of Jeanneau models 349, 379, 419, 44DS, 51, and 54; and our 

average age of fl eet is only two years; well maintained at a full service marina to insure cleanliness and ease of boarding.

Our charter fl eet is located in New England’s best cruising region a mere 8 miles north of Newport at New England Boat Works (NEB) 
in Portsmouth next to Hinckley and our new offi ces.  This is one of the best full service marinas in Rhode Island with swimming pool, 
ship’s store, and nice restaurant.  Our easy to sail, comfortable new Jeanneau models are well equipped for your charter cruising fun.

All New Jeanneau Yacht 54”New Jeanneau 44DS

Book early for best availability and discounts! Our fl eet was oversold for most of last summer.

TOLL FREE: 877.695.6538    EMAIL: steve@bluenoseyachts.com    PORTSMOUTH: 401.226.4575         facebook.com/BluenoseYachts

Maine - Boston - Portsmouth, RI - NEWPORT, RI - Noank, CT - Stamford, CT - Annapolis, MD

www.BluenoseYachts.com

NEW ENGLAND’S BEST

   



Photo © US Sailing Team/Jen Edney

SIGN UP TO WIN!
Sign up for SAIL’s Under Sail enewsletter at 
sailmagazine.com and be entered in one of six 
monthly drawings for a Harken backpack. All  
who enter qualify for the grand prize drawing  
for even more stuff. Enter now! Terms & Conditions Apply.

THE BEST OF       — DELIVERED TO YOUR INBOX 
Get the latest sailing news, new boat videos, exclusive multimedia content & more with SAIL’s Under Sail enewsletter



A bareboat charter grants you the freedom to explore 

however you choose. Revel in the excitement of varied 

conditions, from easy line-of-sight navigation to open 

water thrills. Take on epic twenty-mile passages, slicing 

through the sea at a rate of knots. There are thousands of 

great experiences just over the horizon, so take control of 

your next adventure from dock to deepest blue.

Slip your lines.

See the world, diferently.
Visit sunsail.com or call 800.437.7880

BAREBOAT  l   FLOTILLA  l   SKIPPERED  l   SCHOOLS
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2005 Jeanneau 49 - Mint..... asking $249,750  2005 Jeanneau 45DS....mint.......$285,000 2003 Morris (Able Apogee) 50/51....$200,000 
in new ref ts....$499,000

75’ 1974 Franz Maas Expedition Sailing Yacht ..................$159,000
57’ 2012 Jeanneau 57, mint, less than 100 hours ..........................$699,000
54’ 2004 Jeanneau 54DS.........new awlgrip, never chartered, well equipped .. $249,800
51’ 2003 Morris 51 ............................................................$499,000
50’ 1983 Ta Shing Orion ............................................asking $199,000
50’   2014  Beneteau ............................................................$289,000
49’   2005 Jeanneau SO 49i.......less than 300 hours ...............asking $234,000
47’ 2000 Catalina 470 .... new awlgrip, recently refi t, excellent conditon $199,000
47’ 1987 Alan Warwick Custom Offshore ......................... $339,000
45’ 2011 Jeanneau 45DS......mint condition ...................... asking $285,000
43’  2002 Jeanneau 43, very good condition, many upgrades.......$155,000
42’ 2017 Bavaria 42......less than 100 hours.......................asking $268,000
42’ 2007 Swan 42... NYYC Club Version, reduced price............. . $245,500
42’ 1985 Lacoste 42 ............................................................ $59,000
42’ 1993 Catalina 42 ............................................................ $99,900
42’ 2015 HH42....HPR IRC Carbon Fiber, rig race ready ............... $475,000
42’ 2002 De Gier Puffi n .....................................................$399,000
42’ 2005 Cabo Rico 42 ...................................................... $310,000

41’ 1987 C&C 41’ ........................................................ asking $69,900
41’ 1985 C&C 41 ..................................................................  $37,700
41’ 1982 Morgan Out Island 41.............................................$35,000
40’ 2005 Wauquiez Pilot Saloon .......... excellent condition.........$175,000
39’ 1987 Pearson 39-2 ............................................... asking $65,000
38’ 2006 Hunter 38 ............................................................$129,400
37’ 2013 Jeanneau 379 Performance................................$179,900
36’ 1999 Catalina 36’ MKII .................................................  $86,000
36’ 2015 Jeanneau SF3600 (9 racing sails) .............asking $274,500
36’  1995 Sabre 362 ............................................................. $95,000
34’  1983 Hunter 34 .............................................................. $22,000
32’ 1975 Bristol Sloop 32 .................................................... $28,000
32’ 1984 Vindo......a unique classic, beautiful...................................$25,000
30’ 2016 Sparkman Stephens 30 ..................................... $135,000
27’ 1925 Herreshoff S Boat ................................................ $112,900
20’ 2015 Com-Pac 20’ Horizon Day Cat ............................. $39,000

TOLL FREE: 877.695.6538    EMAIL: bluenoseyachts@gmail.com    401.855.4355          facebook.com/BluenoseYachts
One Commercial Wharf, Newport, Rhode Island

www.BluenoseYachts.com
   

SPARKMAN        STEPHENS

2014 Beneteau 50 - asking $289,000

∙ Ef  cient, quiet, no maintenance Electric Drive (or diesel engine) 
∙ 42% larger cockpit - wider and longer. 

∙ Similar interior arrangement - enclosed head. 

∙ Sleeps four. 

∙ LOW maintenance; real or faux teak handrail 

and toe rail options. 

New - Improved - Open 30, Classically Elegant
One new electric drive demo model in stock and priced to sell.

Call to Charter NEW Jeanneau 41 - 54 --- Try before you buy!
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New! JEANNEAU 51

NEW JEANNEAU 64Coming Soon - JEANNEAU 490

ITALIA YACHTS 9.98

Boston, MA 617-331-8140Portsmouth, RI 401-226-4575

Camden, ME 207-542-1247

Noank, CT 860-415-8603

Stamford, CT 203-856-4452Annapolis, MD 910-336-9446

HH 48-77

T e Jeanneau 349 has been one of the most popular new models for the past two years.   We have one left in stock that recently arrived and has a 
nice compliment of extras, such as autopilot, GPS, bimini and dodger, etc. T e all new Boat of the Year, Jeanneau 440, has more new exciting 

features than any boat in her class.  From the larger cockpit with folding down outboard coaming seating, to the unique side decks that slope down 
to the helm station for easier access, you will not be disappointed. Nearly sold out production until the end of 2018, but we have one in stock.

 Jeanneau 349, two cabins, fully equipped, in stock Jeanneau 440- Recent Boat of the Year, in stock

BAVARIA E40 TRAWLER

ALL NEW CNB 66



www.mcmyacht.com

McMICHAEL YACHT BROKERS
Mamaroneck, NY 10543

914-381-5900
Newport, RI 02840

401-619-5813

Hanse 418

‘18  In stock

Dehler 38 

‘19 – Arrives 
late summer

Amel 54 

‘06  $550K –
In Antigua

MJM 35z 
‘18 - Sea trials

available

Amel 54

‘07 €530K  – 
In Panama

MJM 34z 
‘06 $339K
‘04 $265K

Amel 50

Hanse 588

New MJM 43z



Call toll free: 877-606-0401

Other f ne brokerage yachts from McMichael

J/120
 ‘99  $149K
 ‘98  $129K
 ‘96  $135K
 ‘94  $115K

J/40
 ‘87  $88K
 ‘86  $59K

J/111
 ‘11  $209K

J/109
 ‘06  $160K

J/105
 ‘01  $70K

J/100
 ‘11  $125K
 ‘06  $79K

J/88
 ‘14  call

J/70
 ‘14  $39K
‘13  $39K

McMichael Yacht Brokers,
a leading J/Boats dealer since 1978.

 Experience counts!

Hanse 575 

‘15  $795K

Hunter 45 DS 

‘12  $215K

Morris 48

 ‘08  $725K 

Farr 400

‘11  $279K

C&C 115

‘08  $149K
Duffy 35

‘85  $129K

J/Boat’s new, award winning design 

is now racing on Long Island Sound.

J/111

J/88

J/109 sistership



To see more details about this and all other yachts around the globe, please visit our website at
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2001 42’ Catalina - $129,900
Jane Burnett - 813.917.0911

1977 41’ Ta Chiao - $79,000
Clark and SaraNell Jelley - 561.676.8445

1989 42’ Catalina - $69,500  
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110

1979 56’ Nautical Developments Corp - $179,900 
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

2001 40’ Sabre - $129,000
Clark and SaraNell Jelley - 561.676.8445

1985 41’ C&C - $49,900
Greg Merritt - 813.294.9288

1980 44’ Cherubini - $169,500
David Robinson - 410.310.8855

1991 60’ Samson - $155,000 
Neal Damron - 804.727.4787

1996 40’ Catalina - $126,500 
David Raftery - 802.349.7200

1979 42’ Pearson - $75,000  
Ryan Daniels - 904.580.0559

1979 44’ Cheoy Lee - $56,000
Ryan Daniels - 904.580.0559

1999 40’ Beneteau - $115,000 
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110
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1.855.266.5676 | 954.684.0218 | info@curtisstokes.net

1986 36’ Catalina - $39,995 
Wayne Smith - 516.445.1932

1995 36’ Catalina - $59,500 
Greg Merritt - 813.294.9288

1977 37’ Tartan - $42,000 
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110

1971 39’ Pearson - $34,000 
Stewart Reeser - 410.924.8295

2004 33’ Hunter - $59,900 
Bill Boos - 410.200.9295

1981 36’ Pearson - $32,000
Wayne Smith - 516.445.1932

1996 37’ Island Packet - $139,900 
Jane Burnett - 813.917.0911

1980 39’ CAL - $71,900
Bill Boos - 410.200.9295

1983 36’ Canadian Sailcraft - $37,900 
Quentin Haynie - 804.577.7227

1979 37’ Gulfstar - $33,500
Barbara Burke - 904.310.5110

1989 38’ Sabre - $97,500
Ryan Daniels - 904.580.0559

1987 30’ Sabre - $33,900 
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218
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Custom Paradise 60 - Quality, Safety & Comfort make 

her The Ultimate Bluewater Voyaging Yacht 

Hylas 54 - Fully Equipped, Meticulously Maintained One 

Owner Boat en route to Newport, RI 

Hylas 49 - Exceptional Example of this Superior 

Design. Equipped with Nearly Every Option.
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Trintella 57A - Great Buying Opportunity, in Ready to Go 

Condition! Owner needs larger boat to continue his cruise.   
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ST 
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Your Passion is 

Our Profession

Ask About Our Buyer and Seller Services

Knowledge – Experience – Integrity

��������������"�����������"��������"��� ���� ����������� ������!����������"�
�����	�����    ������ ������!���������

Founded in 1982 as a New England yacht 

design and building company, David 

Walters Yachts has grown to become the 

industry’s leading brokerage for quality 

bluewater sailing yachts.

 

We offer our clients unparalleled service 

based on knowledge, experience, and 

integrity. Our team has a combined 200 

years of experience both working, playing, 

and living aboard the boats we sell.

 

Our reputation for integrity, diligence, and 

exceptional service is second to none. 

Contact David Walters Yachts today for an 

enjoyable experience throughout the 

buying and selling process.

Ahoy you lucky sailors, 
Wild Honey is still for sale and 

there are none like her in the US. 

Dare to be different, you will not 

regret it, mail pucdf@yahoo.com 

or come to see her in Marathon.

Capt Dale 305.304.2982



*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 9/15/18.

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 3 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 6 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

LIMIT 7 - Coupon valid through 9/15/18*

At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specifi ed comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was  
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others 
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

850 Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE 20%

OFF

SUPER COUPONSUPER COUPON

Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented
Valid through 9/15/18 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day.

LIMIT 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot be 
used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club 
membership, Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item, 
compressors, fl oor jacks, safes, saw mills, storage cabinets, chests or carts, trailers, trenchers, 
welders, Admiral, Ames, Bauer, Cobra, CoverPro, Daytona, Earthquake, Fischer, Hercules, 
Icon, Jupiter, Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on prior 
purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/15/18.

ANY 
SINGLE 
ITEM*

SAVE 
$69

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON STEEL 
HEAVY DUTY LOW PROFILE 
SERVICE JACK 

ITEM  62326/61282/61253 shown 

��Weighs 73 lbs.

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
HUSKY

$14998
MODEL: HD00120

NOW

$79
99 $9799 $9799

Customer Rating 20"

Customer Rating

 8 GALLON, 2 HP, 125 PSI PORTABLE 
OIL-LUBE AIR COMPRESSOR 

 $11999 $11999

SAVE 
$49

ITEM 69667
68740  shown 

SUPER 
COUPON

NOW

$99
99

MODEL: C201H

COMPARE TO

HUSKY
$149

MODEL: 0300813A

 $10999 $10999

NOW

$89
99

SUPER COUPON

900 MAX. STARTING/
700 RUNNING WATTS
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE

GAS GENERATOR

ITEM 63024/63025 shown

Customer Rating

��5 hours run-time 
@ 50% capacity

SAVE 
$29COMPARE TO

ALL POWER
$11992

MODEL: APG3004A

SUPER 
COUPON

72" x 80" 
MOVING 

BLANKET

SAVE 
70%

ITEM  69505/62418/66537 shown 

COMPARE TO
BLUE HAWK
$1999
MODEL: 77280

 $899 $899

NOW

$5 99

Customer Rating

NOW

$79
99

SUPER 
COUPON

ITEM 63255/63254 shown

SAVE 
$99

 1750 PSI ELECTRIC
PRESSURE WASHER 
��1.3 GPM
��Adjustable 

spray nozzle

COMPARE TO
BRIGGS & 
STRATTON

$17933
MODEL: 20600  $9999 $9999

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

 $39999 $39939999

SUPER 
COUPON

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
AND AUTOMATIC BRAKE

ITEM  64046 /64045
63770 shown

SAVE 
$400

��Weighs 86.4 lbs.
��21" L x 10-1/8" H

COMPARE TO

WARN
$69999
MODEL: 96820

Battle Tested

NOW

$299
99

SUPER 
COUPON

ITEM 62281
61637 shown

 29 PIECE 
TITANIUM 

DRILL BIT SET 
Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SAVE 
83%

COMPARE TO
DEWALT

$60
MODEL: DW1369  $1799 $$1799

NOW

$99
9

 $19999 $19999 ITEM 64335
63585 shown

SAVE $175
RENEWABLE 

ENERGY,
ANYWHERE

100 WATT SOLAR PANEL KIT

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO

SUNFORCE
$32592
MODEL: 50180

Customer Rating

NOW

$149
99

SUPER 
COUPON

 $4999 $4999
SAVE 57%

2/10/50 AMP, 12 VOLT
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

ITEM 60581
60653 shown

NOW

$29
99

COMPARE TO

SCHUMACHER ELECTRIC
$6999

MODEL: SE-1250

 $15999 $15999

 60" HARDWOOD WORKBENCH 
WITH 4 DRAWERS  

ITEM     93454/69054/63395/62603 shown

Tools sold separately.

SAVE 
$285

Customer Rating

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO

GRIZZLY
$415

MODEL: H7723

NOW

$129
99

 $1999 $$1999
SAVE 
71%

 18 VOLT, 3/8" CORDLESS 
DRILL/DRIVER WITH 

KEYLESS CHUCK 

ITEM   69651/62868
62873/68239 shown

Includes one 
18V NiCd 

battery and 
charger.

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

COMPARE TO

BLACK & DECKER
$5999

MODEL: GC1801

NOW

$16
99

SUPER 
COUPON

ITEM   69474/92623
62861/60626 shown

 7" VARIABLE SPEED POLISHER/
SANDER 

SAVE 
61%  $3999 $393$ 99

COMPARE TO

GENESIS
$7717

MODEL: GSP1711

NOW

$29
99

STEP STOOL/
WORKING PLATFORM

SAVE 
65%  $2999 $2999

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

��350 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO

GPL
$5755
MODEL: H-21

ITEM 62515/66911 shown

NOW

$19
99

SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
67%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE HEAT GUN 

(572°/1112°) 

ITEM 62340/62546 
63104/96289 shown

COMPARE TO

BLACK & DECKER
$2806

MODEL: HG1300

 $1499 $$1499

NOW

$89
9

Customer Rating

 $74999 74999

ITEM   63584  

3500 WATT SUPER QUIET 
INVERTER GENERATOR

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$699
99

COMPARE TO

HONDA
$1,999

MODEL: EU3000iS1ASAVE $1,299

SUPER COUPON
16" x 30" TWO SHELF 
STEEL SERVICE CART

ITEM 60390/5107 shown

��220 lb. capacity

 $3799 $3799

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO

ARCAN
$5999

MODEL: ASC8003

SAVE 
50%

NOW

$29
99

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating
 MECHANIC'S GLOVES 

SAVE 
73%

ITEM 62434, 62426, 62433,
62432, 62429, 62428 shown

COMPARE TO

MECHANIX
$1499
MODEL: 5075800

 $599 $5$ 99

NOW

$399

COMPARE TO

HUSKY
$1797

MODEL: HCW10PCSAE

SAVE 
66% $799 $799

Item 42305 shown

TYPE ITEM

SAE 69043/63282/42304

METRIC 42305/69044/63171

Customer Rating

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

SUPER COUPON

$599
YOUR CHOICE

7 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER

ITEM 63604/63758
98025/69096/63759/90899 shown

��3.5" LCD Display
��Battery Included

COMPARE TO
PROSKIT

$1351
MODEL: MT-1210

Customer Rating



Marketplace
Search these companies and more at sailmagazine.com/marketplace

MARKETPLACE SALES MANAGER #AROLYN�.EWMAN�s�CNEWMAN AIMMEDIA�COM

BOATS  FOR  SALE

“TRAILERS FOR MACGREGORS”

-AC'REGOR����REPLACEMENT�!,5-).5-�

42!),%23���������4ANDEM�AXLE��������

Super Sport Marine 800-234-3315 

www.supersail.com

BOAT   ESSENTIALS

Advertise   in   SAIL  
#ONTACT�#AROLYN�.EWMAN

CNEWMAN AIMMEDIA�COM�s������������X����

CREW

Iron Wing is a high performance Atlantic 55 world cruising catamaran

Chris White Design built in South Africa in 2002

High underwing clearance, sleek hulls, lightweight but strong epoxy/glass/
carbon construction and a powerful sailplan

Two Yanmar 4JH3 (56 HP), Two Yanmar SD 50 sail drives – new 2008

Two Watermakers, Two Autopilots, Nine Kw Northern Lights Gen Set

Full set North 3Di Sails 2014-2017.  Tall rig Hall carbon mast and boom.

Long-term live-aboard comfort with safety and performance.

Fully outfi tted turn-key vessel  -  $947,000.00

Contact:  Patrick      781-290-6782

Custom Atlantic 

55 Catamaran

• Microwavable and

dishwasher safe

• Fits most standard 3”

diameter containers

• Made in USA

The Spill Proof Lid Top That 

Allows You To Take Your Favorite 

Coffee Mug or Cup To-Go!

l����V�/�

b�����/�g�
����"
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Marketplace

Charters:  West Coast

HAWAII:  YACHT CHARTERS Featuring Beneteau, 

Hunter, ASA Sailing School.  

http://www.honsail.com (808) 239-3900,  

Fax (808) 239-9718

Charters: Northwest
GO LAND SAILING FROM LAS VEGAS!   

Fun & amazing desert sailing adventures.          

Book Now! 800-377-9774 | GoLandSailing.com 

Charters: Worldwide

SAIL A TALL SHIP ‘ROUND THE WORLD!  

Incredible seventh world circumnavigation 

begins spring 2018. Sign on as trainee crew for 

a full year or a three month leg. 

Barque PICTON CASTLE picton-castle.com

BOAT   GEAR

BLOXYGEN SAVES LEFTOVER FINISHES.  

Heavy, inert gas. Patented system. 

www.bloxygen.com  888-810-8311 

BOATS  FOR  SALE

BOAT PUMPS BOAT   GEAR

CHARTERS

Learn more and ORDER ONLINE at

www.greybeardpumps.com

The most convenient, no mess,
self-priming, electric pumps.

THE BARON

changes your 

engine oil or 

transmission fluid. 

THE NIAGARA

keeps your bilge 

dry and odor free.

Grey Beard 

Pumps work great 

on all types of 

fluids, from gear 

oil to bilge water.
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7KH�6DQ�-XDQ�,VODQGV
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%DUHERDW�	�FUHZHG��VDLO�	�SRZHU
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airheadtoilet.com • 740-392-3642
PO Box 481, Westbook, ME 04098

The ORIGINAL

since 2001

TANK TENDER
THE ORIGINAL PRECISION 

TANK MEASURING SYSTEM!

Accurate tank soundings have never 

been easier when one TANK TENDER 

monitors up to 10 fuel and water tanks. 

Reliable, non- electric and easy to install.

HART SYSTEMS

www.thetanktender.com

P:(253) 858-8481 F: (253) 858-8486

GHBOATS.COM

Exceptional sail/row  

skiffs from 8 to 17 feet

t custom crafted 
t durable 
t versatile
t easy to use

ttt sisiisisisiincencencencncencnccccc 191119191999999878787878788 tttt

�������������
GIG HARBOR, WA
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Marketplace

GENERAL   CLASSIFIEDS
INFLATABLES

CHARTERS

Charters: FL/Caribbean

AAA FLORIDA KEYS BARE  

BOAT CHARTERS  Cottage and 22’  
sailboat $130/night. 1-305-451-3438  

WWW.KEYLIMESAILINGCLUB.COM

Charters: Foreign

GREEK ISLANDS - MASTER ‘52 Perfect Sailing, 

Low Rates direct from owner.  

www.aegean-sail.gr

Call 1-800-944-7496 
Dept SA068B for a FREE catalog                  or for Full Details

Shown with optional accessories.

Fits in a bag!

6HD�(DJOH�+%���,QƯ� DWDEOH�683

Versatile, portable iSUP perfect
for bays, lakes, covers, rivers
& even ocean surf!

Just $599*
includes HB96 SUP, paddle, pump & bag. 
FREE SHIPPING to the continental U.S.
*NY & WA residents add sales tax.

Does It ALL & 

Stows Below

The Little SUP

Surf, SUP, 

Kayak, Fish!!!

2OW

3URVIVE
3AIL

-OTOR

WWW�PORTLANDPUDGY�COM�������0ORTLAND��-%

INFO PORTLANDPUDGY�COM������������

<DFKWV�IRU�&KDUWHU�
7UDZOHUV��0RWRU�<DFKWV�	�3RZHU�&DWV�����WR����IHHW

6DLOERDWV�DQG�&DWDPDUDQV�����WR����IHHW

5% OFF May Charters*
10% OFF June Charters*

15% Off July,
Aug & Sept Charters*

*min 3 days or longer

Charters: FL/Caribbean
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Marketplace

 VACATION   RENTALS

KEY LARGO FL BAY FRONT HIDEAWAY 

Cottages, Warm Sunsets, With 
FREE 22’ Sailboats, Paddle boards, 
Kayaks,Snorkel/fish Gear & more Call 
305-451-3438  
WWW.KEYLIMESAILINGCLUB.COM

SMALL AD, SMALL PRICES; standing and 

running rigging, life lines, furling gear, winches, 

line, windlasses, travelers, wire and terminals, 

blocks, vangs, clutches, etc.  Problem solving 

is our specialty.  We are a rigging shop 

specializing in mail order / internet sales.   

Rigging Only, 508-992-0434.  

E-mail:  sail@riggingonly.com Web:   

www.riggingandhardware.com

SAILS   &   RIGGING 

SAN DIEGO SAILING ACADEMY  ASA and US 

SAILING Certifications. Private Professional 

Liveaboard Programs.  

www.sdsa.com  800-441-8672

SCHOOLS   &   INSTRUCTION

“LEARN FROM THE BEST” 

Certified Award Winning Instructors + on  

site Vacation Cottages W/Free Sailboats & 

More. We immerse you among Sailors 
AmericanSailingAcademy.com  

CALL NOW 305 587-3205

BAHAMAS COTTAGE ON MAN-O-WAR CAY.   

The quaint, quiet, colorful boat-building-center of 

the Out Islands. Two - 2 bedroom vacation cottages, 

modern furnishings, private dock on harbor side: 

$850 per week per cottage. Sweeting Cottage c/o 

Tim Swank, 10795 Watson Road, St. Louis, MO 

63127. Or 314-984-6207.

Delivery & Transport

QUALITY DELIVERY ANYWHERE  

30 year CG Master. 300,000 miles. 

Norm Connell 240-274-4654 

www.bluewateryachtdelivery.com

USED and NEW SAILS 1000’s of cruising and 

racing sails in stock. Online inventory @  

www.mastheadsailinggear.com 800-783-6953 

or 727-327-5361 Masthead Enterprises -  

St. Pete, Florida.

SAILS

National Sail Supply. Supplying high quality 

sails at reasonable prices for over 20 years. 

Email - newsails@aol.com  

www.nationalsail.com. 352-540-9101 

GENERAL    
CLASSIFIEDS
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Advertise   in   SAIL  
Contact Carolyn Newman 
cnewman@aimmedia.com

Landfallnavigation.com/sail

800-941-2219

151 Harvard Ave, Stamford, CT 06902

/DQGIDOO�IRU�DOO�\RXU�RQ�ZDWHU�FORWKLQJ�QHHGV

MUSTO FOUL WEATHER GEAR

MPX Gore-Tex Pro 

offshore Jacket

MPX Gore-Tex Pro 

coastal Jacket

MPX Gore-Tex Pro 

race Salopette

MPX Gore-Tex Pro 

offshore trouser
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Waterlines
BY CHARLES J. DOANE

Things That Go Bump in the Night
How likely are you to hit something while on passage?

T
his almost happened to me once. I was sailing singlehanded 
between Bermuda and St. Martin one fall, and one night 
happened to be on deck looking around at just the right 
time. The moon was out, the sky was clear and visibility was 

good. Still, when I thought I saw a large object, mostly submerged, 
in the water directly in front of my boat, I had no time to react. All I 
could do was gasp as a dark mass whooshed past within a foot of my 
starboard side.

I remembered that night recently while reading about the Maersk 
cargo ship that lost 76 containers overboard of the coast of North 
Carolina during a gale in March. I don’t know whether my Unidentifed 
Floating Object was a container or an abandoned boat or a random piece 
of debris. I also know that my aluminum boat would likely have survived 
a collision, even with a container. Nonetheless, there have been few times 
in my life when my heart rate shot up so high so quickly.

Many bluewater sailors seem to take it personally when they hear 
about lost containers and such, as if each piece of fotsam out there were 
a bullet pointed down a barrel directly at them. “Did you scuttle the 
boat?” these people will demand accusingly when confronted with fellow 
sailors who have abandoned their craf at sea. Similarly, they are full of 
proposals that shipping containers should by law all be equipped with 
transponders, fashing lights and self-scuttling explosive charges, just in 
case they ever fall overboard.

Te real odds of hitting anything while on passage are, however, 
vanishingly small. We do ofen hear of Vendée Globe boats breaking of 
daggerboards and rudders when they hit things, but most of the UFOs in 

these instances are, I am sure, sleeping whales that have been unpleasantly 
surprised by the largely silent, super-fast Open 60s. Tese whales, I submit, 
have far more to complain about than the sailors who run them down.

It is true there have been a handful of documented container colli-
sions, including the preposterous fctional accident in the 2013 flm All Is 

Lost, where Robert Redford’s Cal 39 is holed in a fat calm by a seemingly 
self-propelled foating container. However, I’ve never heard of any in-
stance where a yacht on passage was damaged in a collision with another 
abandoned yacht.

During any given summer, so I’ve been told by SAR authorities, there 
are on average about a dozen abandoned boats drifing about the North 
Atlantic. Recent surveys by the World Shipping Council meanwhile sug-
gest that somewhere between 300-700 containers are also lost overboard 
worldwide each year, excluding unusual catastrophic events. Tese num-
bers may seem large, but you must also consider the incredibly vast area 

over which these potential threats are deployed.
Te fact is that most people abandoning yachts 

do not, for whatever reason, choose to scuttle them. 
(Curiously, it seems that British SAR authorities do 
urge sailors to scuttle abandoned boats, while Ameri-
can authorities do not.) Many modern yachts—mul-
tihulls with foam-cored hulls and no ballast—won’t 
sink even if they are scuttled. It also makes no eco-
nomic sense for the shipping industry to equip the 
many millions of containers in service with special 
safety gear to protect a very small number of sailors 
against a tiny threat of harm.

Te good news is that it seems most lost contain-
ers spend little time on the surface. In the case of 
the recent accident of North Carolina, for example, 
only nine of the 76 lost containers could be located 
afer many overfights of the area. Of those, only 

two were still afoat a week later. Te exception, of course, would be 
lost refrigerated containers, which are both tightly sealed and heavily 
insulated, and thus can potentially stay afoat for long periods of time. 
But these fortunately only make up about 7 percent of the world’s total 
container inventory.

Te bottom line is simple. Tis is a risk you take when you sail of-
shore, and you cannot reasonably expect anyone to obviate it for you. 
You can obviate the risk yourself by keeping a good watch (and by sailing 
in a metal boat!), but as I learned that night on my way to St. Martin even 
this may do little good. Far better to compare it to the more mundane 
risks you run living ashore and consider yourself lucky. s P
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Even without transponders 

or self-scuttling devices, 
lost shipping containers are 

unlikely to cause damage
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CANNES - VIEUX PORT & PORT PIERRE CANTO

1 ST EUROPEAN ON WATER BOAT SHOW
Luxury has a rendez-vous with yachting

Book your exclusive VIP programme to discover the Cannes Yachting Festival: 
helicopter transfers, personalized tour, visit of yachts, VIP club... 

vipcannes@reedexpo.fr



HX210

HX100

HX100 – Floating 2.5 Watt Handheld VHF  Twin-Pack

HX150 – Floating 5 Watt Handheld VHF

HX210 – Floating  6 Watt Handheld VHF with FM Audio Receiver

HX300 – Compact Floating 5 Watt Handheld VHF with USB Charger

HX40   – Ultra Compact 6 Watt Handheld VHF

HX870 – Floating 6 Watt Handheld VHF with Internal GPS Receiver

ECLIPSE GX1300 – Fixed Mount Class D DSC VHF

EXPLORER GX1600 – Compact Fixed Mount Class D DSC VHF with Optional RAM3 

Remote Access Microphone Capability

EXPLORER GPS GX1700 – Compact Fixed Mount VHF with Integrated GPS and 

Optional RAM3 Remote Access Microphone Capability

MATRIX AIS/GPS GX2200 – Fixed Mount Class D VHF with Integrated AIS and GPS, 

30W PA/Hailer and Optional RAM3 Remote Access Microphone Capability

Standard Horizon Family of Products

GX2200
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www.standardhorizon.com   800.366.8431
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Setting the STANDARD for
 Marine Communications


